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ABSTRACT 
After the fast expansion of the real estate 
development in the early 90‘s, a lot of properties were 
built and ready for occupancy. Many of those are 
targeted to overseas investors. To manage these 
properties is a great problem for China as it is so new, 
on the other hand, it means a great market opportunities 
for potential players to fill this gap of need. 
An overview on the real estate industry as well as the 
property management field in China has verified that the 
great demand for property management do exist. However, 
informality in legal regulations and some under-developed 
restrictions have limited the modes of incorporation as 
well as the operational aspects of a property management 
company. Being at the rudimentary stage, the operation 
of management companies is very much rely on expertise 
from overseas, especially from Hong Kong. 
To look ahead, a lot of problem issues have to be 
solved like, developing the concept of property 
management for people in China, establishment of legal 
framework, technical operational aspect of maintenance 
and personnel. We are expecting a prosperous fruiting 
period after tough developmental stages. 
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What is Property Management? 
Professional property management is a relatively 
modern development. The professional property management 
provides executive control or administration of real 
estate for the owners】. Valuable after-sale services are 
rendered for the owners for a fee. Executive control or 
administration in property management, is the same as any 
of the fundamental management concept, which involves the 
planning, organizing, directing and c o n t r o l l i n g . 
Property management is a highly specialized p r o f e s s i o n . 
The main objectives of property management are: to obtain 
the highest possible net return from the p r o p e r t y over 
the economic life of the property; to m a i n t a i n , p r e s e r v e , 
and enhance the owner's capital investment in the 
property; and to provide a peaceful, healthy and pleasant 
living environment for o c c u p a n t s . Property m a n a g e m e n t 
requires a broad expertise and knowledge in real estate . 
economics, space selling, market analysis, m a i n t e n a n c e , 
‘ rent collection etc. 
1 Property Management, Robert F. Cushman 
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What happens in China? 
In recent years, with the urban growth accompanied by 
the industrialization of the society in PRC, there are a 
lot of residential housings or office buildings being 
built in China. After experiencing a keen competition on 
the selling of Export Commodity Housing ( 夕^ $ 肯 房 ), 
recently, a lot of the properties are now ready to be 
delivered to the owners. To manage the properties 
properly becomes the major concern for most of the buyers 
or investors. As the concept of property management 
still at a rudimentary stage and also the legal setting 
still pretty primitive, Property Management becomes a 
very fast-expanding though very narrow service industry 
in China". 
Purpose of Study 
This paper has two major objectives. Firstly, it 
attempts to give a comprehensive overview on property 
management industry, a newly emerged industry. There is 
no or only scarce information available in the market. 
We are doing the same kind of research works as most of 
the major parties (Chinese Government, property 
developers, and potential property management companies) 
'• Reported interview from Chung Sen Surveyor, Ming Pao 
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in this industry do. As among one of the front runners 
in doing such study, we hope some insight can be given 
for the future development of this industry. 
Secondary, as we are two students with keen interest 
in pursuing our career in China business, this study can 
give us a broad understanding on the critical issues on 
the evolvement and development of specific industry. 
Scope of Study 
This paper focuses on the Export Commodity Housing 
( 外 銷 房 ) i n China. Much of the time, we are looking at 
the view point of a foreign property management companies 
based in Hong Kong. For the sake of its late development, 
the scope of analysis is mainly confined to the property 
development in China in the early 90's. 
Organization of project 
Following this introduction, Chapter II give an 
overview on the real estate industry as well as the 
property management field in China. Different modes of 
incorporation for a property management company in China 
will be discussed by examining the legal environment in 
Chapter III and IV. While chapter V attempts to 
demonstrate some specific issues in different areas of 
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operation. In the later chapters (VI & VII), we would 
try to identify some problem issues for the property 
management to proceed ahead. 
Methodologies 
Primary date - Interviews 
Majority of the information is collected from the 
interviews with several property management companies, in 
an attempt to illustrate and analyze the current business 
strategies being undertaken in China. Most of the 
companies are experienced firms that have engaged in this 
field for more than ten years and have sound reputation. 
Secondary date - Documentation 
From the documentation outlining China‘s legislations 
and regulations, this report will delineate the 
fundamental elements and important factors of property 
investment and management for foreign companies in China, 
such as the tax related issues and modes of corporation. 
Besides, theoretical evidences from past publications, 
. or periodicals will also be used. This report will 
analyze in depth, ways to solve the problems and the 
trend in the property management industry in China. 
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Limitation of the Study 
As property management is a newly developed industry, 
there is not much secondary information that we can refer. 
There are not many parties actively engaged in this field 
currently. Thus we have to rely heavily on the primary 
source of information collected from interviews with 





Foreign direct investment in China began in 1979 after 
the reformist Communist regime under the leadership of 
Deng Xiaopeng assumed power. Since then, it has been 
accorded high priority by the Communist party as an 
important strategy in its drive to modernize the country 
infrastructure and international competitiveness. The 
sheer size of China's domestic market (1.2 billion people) 
coupled with low production costs are the two major 
contributing factors for the enthusiasm to invest in 
China. According to the official report of the Ministry 
of Foreign Trade, utilized investment in 1994 was 
forecast to hit $30 billion compared with $26 billion in 
1 9 9 3 ^ A large portion of these investment is coming from 
Hong Kong, Taiwan, Singapore and overseas Chinese from 
different parts of the world. 
、 The Financial Times, New York, Nov.7, 1994 
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Some Economic Indicators (1993) "^  
Population : 1,185 million 
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) : 3,138 billion (RMB) 
GDP per Capita : 2,626 Yuan (RMB) 
Inflation ： 13% 
Retail Sales : 1,224 billion (RMB) 
Incremental Value 
Secondary Industry : 1,625 billion (RMB) 
Tertiary Industry : 849 billion (RMB) 
Foreign Investment Projects 
Number of project : 83,265 ' 
Contracted Amount : 122.7 billion (US$) 
Utilized Amount : 36.8 billion (US$) 
Population growth and industrialization created a 
demand for factories and businesses of all types. Stores, 
office buildings, and hotels began to proliferate and 
spread. Industrialization created a need for labor which 
in turn generates a demand for housing. 
Inflation has been persistently high and remained a 
main cause for concern. One of the cause may stemmed 
from the overheating of the property development industry 
and excessive investment in fixed asset i.e. real estate. 
Austerity measures like macro-economic control ( yiiSldJ^U^ ) . 
introduced at June 1993 in order to ensure healthy and 
. sustainable growth. Credit tightening as well as 
administrative orders will be applied to deal with short 
^ Market Profile 1994, Hong Kong Trade Development Council 
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term problems like speculation in the real estate sector. 
In the medium and longer term, further economic reform to 
strengthen macro-economic stability and improve micro-
economic efficiency will be implemented.'' 
Real Estate Industry in PRC 
The Real Estate Industry or Property Development in 
PRC had been a heat topic for a lot of analysts. 
Generally, there is an optimistic thought about the 
future development and expect another high-growth period 
after experiencing the drastic expansion in the early 
90‘s". A few trends would be expected : 
(1) With the continuous double-digit economic 
growth, and the further consolidation of the system of 
regulations for land usage and property development, the 
secondary and tertiary market for real estate transaction 
market have been growing healthily. 
0 
(2) The pending aggregate demand for property is so 
huge as about one fifth of the 1.2 billion population of 
China is living in city/town areas. It is estimated that . 
at the end of this century, the demand for housing is 
•'' Market Profile 1994, Hong Kong Trade Development Council 
() Chine Times Magazine (中國時幸|^哩干1]), Nov 1994. 
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about 3 billion square meter in the city areas. With the 
upgrading in living standards, rising saving level and 
increase in disposable income, PRC probably would be the 
largest real estate consumption market in the world. 
(3) Driven by the quick expanding real estate, a 
lot of other related peripheral business like, leasing, 
legal consultance, arbitration, advisory, as well as 
property management are also growing prosperously. 
(4) Real estate industry being one‘ of the major 
component of the nation‘s economy, its development is 
very much depend on the government‘s interference and 
involvement. With the continuous revolution and re-
development policy adopted by the central or regional 
government, and with the systematic legislation and 
effective management style, the real estate industry is 
expected to growth in a healthy direction. 
Property Management in PRC 
0 
Ruled under Communist Party, basically the urban 
administration can be roughly be represented by the . 
following chart: 
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City ( 城 ） 
i 
Administrative D i s t r i c t ( 行 政 區 ) 
i 
Administrative S t r e e t ( 行 政 街 ) 
I 
Resident Committees ( 居 民 委 員 會 ) 
The Resident Committees take care of the cleaning, and 
daily basic administration of a c o m m u n i t y ( 小 區 ) . As a 
lot of the public facilities have to be- shared by many 
residents in that area, the fundamental unit of operation 
and can only be grouped in a community, which is being 
recognized as another form of "property" management in 
China. 
According to different stage in city development and 
different conditions, the "community" management can be 
classified into four different management structures: 
1) Office of Administrative Street acts as Resident 
Committee which is common at the Suzhou (蘇州） a n d Wuxi 
( M $ ^ ) areas. Governed by the local district authorities； 
it has good coordination and is more powerful and 
restrictive, but it lacks professional administration for . 
different functional divisions. 
2) Resident Committee organized by the Real Estate 
Management Division of the Government, e.g. in Beijing (北 
京)，Shanghai (上海5 and Tianjin (天津） . E m p h a s i z e s on the 
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expertise in scientific real estate management but lacks 
the coordination support from the local authorities. 
This kind of management sometimes results in isolation 
and capital insufficiency. 
3) Property developer sets up a property management 
service company to manage the community which is very 
common in coastal cities and Special Economic Zone (SEZ). 
Provides diversified, high-quality compensated services. 
Flexible management and operation is suitable for active 
economic development districts. However, Government 
always wants to have more regulation to protect the 
interests of residents. 
4) Some large scale heavy industries e.g. mining or 
steeling in Daching (人慶）， t h e corporates own their 
community and have their own self-managed community. 
They have well-established systems and sufficient fund 
for operation. 
u 
Demand for Property Management 
Deepening of the economic reform, urbanization, 
development of new residential estate, and re-development 
, of old areas, means the acute increase in the number of 
newly built buildings. The growth of real estate 
ownership as an investment brought about a large volume 
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of ownership of real estate by individuals and 
institutions who purchased equity ownership in real 
estate. 
All the real estate can generally be classified into 
two categories, one is targeted to local end-uses in 
mainland China, while the other is targeted to overseas 
(especially in Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan and Singapore) 
Chinese people or investors. Most of the projects being 
built were the development of the elevator, high-rise 
office buildings and apartment buildings. These 
buildings require the complete range • of management 
services on a large scale, such as employment, 
supervision of operational, maintenance personnel and 
managerial decisions. Quality management has proven 
effective in boosting and maintaining the property values. 
However, many property owners still did not avail 
themselves of professional property management services. 
Until recently, the demand for professional property 
management services is recognized among knowledgeable 
owners and investors who are more concern about the 
。 quality of the management. Along with this increasing 
demand has come with a considerable broadening and 
continued professionalization and systematization of the 
field. . 
The property management industry in Hong Kong has 
almost achieved the world standard. Again in this field, 
Hong Kong plays the role as the "Windows for China" . It 
is so natural for China to absorb the capital, 
technological know-how, and management expertise from 
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Hong Kong again. As a lot of newly finished real estates 
(all are Export Commodity Housing 夕 | ^ |宵房 ) a r e targeted to 
overseas investors and actually a lot of those projects 
are conducted by Hong Kong developers, again the whole 
concept of "Hong Kong Style Property Management" is being 
shifted to China. A well-managed property is comparable 
to overseas standard and can better maintain the value of 





Existing Regulations for Real Estate Industry 
The development of real estate market in Mainland 
China has begun for more than ten years. Although lot of 
regulations for real estate industry have been legislated 
as time goes by, these regulations were not so well-
established and consisted of many flaws. In order to 
unify all the disordered regulations of all provinces in 
China, the "Law of PRC Governing Real Estate Management 
屮華人]：\^々和_城丨丨!房地産管理法” （Appendix 1), the latest 
reported regulation, was released in 1994. Therefore, 
all the other rules that are conflict to this particular 
regulation will be ineffectual. 
Nevertheless, the “ Law of PRC Governing Real Estate 
乂311396爪60七巾难人民」彳和國城市房地產管理法” will only focus on 
C/ 
the use of land, real estate development, transaction of 
property and duty. The rules for property management 
have not ever been touched. Although the "Regulations of 
City Public Housing Management 城 ijf 公 f/ 房 睹 管 理 規 定 “ 
(Appendix II) has been published on 1st April, 1994, it 
is only focus on property management for the public house 
in stead of export commodity housing(夕|^|肖房〉. Currently, 
excluding Shenzhen. Special Economic Zone, all the major 
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cities in China do not have any concrete rules of 
property management for export commodity housing, so the 
property owners and developers can only follow the "Deed 
Of Mutual Covenant 大腹公共契約“（Appendix III) as well as 
the habits of local government to arrange their 
management activities. On the other hand, the buyers can 
merely rely on "Deed of Mutual Covenant ( 大 廈 公 契 ） t o 
supervise the activities of the property management 
companies. Without a proper monitoring authority as well 
as rules of property management, the quality of the 
property management is fully depended on the attitude and 
experience of the developers and the property management 
companies. For buyers to maintain, preserve, and enhance 
their capital investment in their property in China, 
those developers with goodwill in property management 
becomes their best choice. 
Although the only rule which related to property 
management, the "Regulations of Property Management in 
Shenzhen SEZ深圳經濟特^^丨丨：宅物袋管珊條例”（Appendix IV), has 
been published in June 1995, the regulation still leave 
much room to be further clarified and corrected e.g., the 
payment of management fee, responsibility of management 
committee and management contract etc. Therefore, when 
conflicts between owners and property management . 
companies raised, these problems can only be solved by 
. local bureaucracy. Whilst in Hong Kong, apart from the 
already well-established legal system, the Arbitration of 
Small Claim (小額錢債審裁處）can also dismiss some disputes 
on certain financial issues. 
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Mode of Incorporation 
Since the potential demand for property management is 
so vast, a suitable mode of incorporation for a foreign 
company becomes the key factor of success for its 
business in China. 
According to the legal framework in China, the "Law of 
PRC on Chinese-Foreign Cooperative JVs 中華人民共禾口國中外合作 
經 營 企 業 法 ” （Appendix V), the "Law of PRC on JVs Using 
Chinese-Foreign I n v e s t m e n t中華人民共和國中外合資經營企業法 
(Appendix VI), and the "Law of PRC Governing Foreign 
Capital Enterprises |丨丨|'辟人]^ 共和|國外資企紧丨_^  (Appendix VII), 
foreign companies can set up their companies in China in 
the following three ways, i.e., fully-own, corporation, 
and joint venture. Nevertheless, the market of property 
management, being classified as service sector in 
tertiary i n d u s t r y (第三產業）， i s not fully opened to the 
foreign investors at this moment. In one hand, Chinese 
。 government lacks of experience in the field of property 
management, on the other hand, she wants to build up 
their own expertise by extract the experience from 
foreign companies. The Chinese government decide to . 
adopt the protective policies in order to prevent the 
. foreign companies from dominating the market. So, the 
restriction for foreign companies to set up a fully-own 
property management company is very tight and none of the 
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foreign company yet can obtain the operation license (營業 
執?‘§) approved by the government. Accordingly, the best 
mode of incorporation for a foreign company to explore 
its business in China is to find an appropriate China 
partner and form a joint venture company. Then, the 
license for property management company will be easier to 
be approved. 
Legal Procedure 
All the agenda or agreement of the JV companies must 
follow the "Law of Joint Ventures 合資法”. Thereafter, 
the next consideration for a joint venture company is the 
internal documentation and items of investment. These 
key attributes are delineated as following: 
-Documentation: 1. Agreement of Intention 
2. Agreement of Joint Venture 
3. Feasibility Study 
. 4. Contract & Agenda of Joint Venture 
(Case Illustration in Appendix IX) 
- I n v e s t m e n t : 1. Amount of Investment and Registered • 
Capital (注冊資本） 
2. The investment of foreign partner 
can not be lower than 25¾ of the 
18 
registered capital (Appendix X) 
中外合資經營企業法和各方出資的若干規定” 
3. Chines partner can provide land in 
stead of cash 
4. Foreign partner must invest in cash 
After all the preparation work for setting up a joint 
venture company has completed, they can apply for the 
approval of the property management license from the 
government. 
However, the detailed regulations of real estate 
industry are varied in different province, thus a company 
registered in Shanghai ( ± ^ ) cannot run its business 
smoothly in Beijing( JL >H )/� 〇r vice versa. Therefore, 
foreign investors should choose different local partners 
to incorporate in different regions to achieve greatest 
efficiency. 
Property management need not have much capital 
investment, but just make use of the collected management 
fee to support all the operations. However, the 
‘， mandatory stipulation of depositing registered capital 
not less than US$250, 000.00 in each of the JV company or 
even representative offices, has greatly reduced the 
flexibility of the companies in financial operations. . 
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CHAPTER IV 
MODES OF OPERATION 
Comparing with other major cities in the world, like 
New York, London, the quality of property management in 
Hong Kong has achieved the professional standard. Hong 
Kong, as the "Window for China", becomes the best channel 
for China to study the field of property management. As 
there are more and more buildings being' built in China, 
successful property management becomes an important 
factor to achieve the overseas standards as well as to 
maintain the value of these properties. Besides, a well-
organized property management team will also act as a 
terminal factor when the developers want to boost the 
sale of their projects. 
Currently, the modes of operations of a property 
management in China can be classified into four types: 
C' 
Consultancy 
The developers will sign contract with some 
professional property management companies in Hong Kong 
to establish the property management system for their 
projects. The consultancy covers everything from the 
recruitment and training of key staff to the planning of 
20 
maintenance schedules. Usually, they will have only one 
or two over 10 years experienced consultants (Property 
Manager) from Hong Kong who will organize all the 
property management team for the developers. According 
to different types of the projects, e.g. commercial 
building, office, the consultants will offer the 
appropriate system to be applied to the specific need of 
the project. 
When the while property management system is 
established, the consultants will act as a supervisor or 
monitor to overlook the management team -periodically or 
occasionally. Besides, the consultants will offer on-
the-job training programs for the local staff in order to 
maintain the standard of the property management. After 
a period of time, management duties will be totally 
taken over by the local staff. Since all the local staff 
is only trained by the Hong Kong consultant by a limited 
period of time, it is impossible for them to achieve the 
overseas standard. Moreover, from time to time, these 
local staff will face problems that they cannot solve by 
. themselves, and they will seek the professional advice 
from the Hong Kong consultants. No doubt the quality of 
this mode of operation will lower than that of handled by 
Hong Kong management team. . 
Usually, when inexperience developers handles some 
• small-size project composed of one or two isolated 
building will adopt this mode so as to reduce the labor 
cost and the risk. Due to the limited number of the 
residents as well as the inability to full amount of 
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management fee, the developers must adopt this mode to 
reasonalize the management fee. Hong Kong property 
management companies only charge the consultant fee for 
the project as a package. 
Property Developer 
When the large developers plan their investment 
projects in Mainland China, the project is usually as a 
Estate (Cluster of building) that composed of more than 5 
buildings. Besides, the floor area of the while project 
is always more than one million square feet and the task 
of property management for this kind of project becomes 
very complex. In order to ensure the quality of the 
buildings, a professional property management team to 
take charge the whole project becomes a must. 
Always, large developers have its own subsidiary as 
the property management company to manage the whole 
projects for them. Or else, they may have long-term 
“ relationship with some Hong Kong property management 
companies that the developers can pass their property 
management task to them. As we have mentioned before, 
currently, there are still many restrictions for foreign ‘ 
companies to have a fully own property management company 
in Mainland China, so the Hong Kong property management 
companies need to form a JV with its China partner. 
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JV between Developer & Professional Property Management 
Company 
The revenues of a consistent regular income from the 
property management fee is an attractive factor when the 
developers consider the whole project. But sometimes, 
some large developers do not have any experience in the 
field of property management, nor they do not want to 
give up this potential market. Then the developers will 
coordinate with some Hong Kong property management 
companies to form a new property management company to 
handle the projects in Mainland China. However, when the 
new company is set up in China, it must involve a China 
partner, i.e. the shareholders of the new company must be 
composed of the developer, Hong Kong property management 
company and their China partner. Eventually, the equity 
sharing of the company can be negotiated by these three 
parties. 
“ Appoint Professional Property Management Company 
In some situation, although the large developers 
invest in some large project, and they are not going to 
be involved in the field of property management due to 
the complexity. The developers will fully appoint a 
professional property management company to play the 
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entire property management role to demonstrate the 
professional attribute of their project. 
This mode of operation can achieve the highest 
standard by means of the performance of the professional 
property management company. Because all the positions 
of managerial levels are employed from Hong Kong, the 
cost of this mode of operation becomes the most expensive 
one among these four modes. In fact, only the users of 
large residential buildings especially for those sold to 
overseas owners or A-Grade offices can bear such large 





Hong Kong Style vs Local StyleI 
According to an unpublished statistical analysis, 
among the one million newly finished ( after 1990 ) 
apartments in city/town areas, more than 60% of them 
without any form of property management. About 30% of 
them only have limited services on basic sanitary. Among 
the remaining cases that have management services, about 
half of them are below standard. It maybe due to 
overstaffing, overlapping structure, insufficient 
authorization, or lack of working capital and 
professional technical staff. As a result, what they 
can do is just some kind of minimum daily maintenance. 
Thus the value of the property always fall behind the 
normal market value by 50¾. It indicated that the 
</ 
standard of property management in China cannot match 
with the fast growing real estate industry. Quality 
management has proven effective in boosting and 
maintaining property values and China is unavoidable to 
rely on Hong Kong. 
‘ 王羅桂華，置業興和 
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Unlike Hong Kong, most people in China do not have the 
concept of "Property Management". The expectations for 
different grades (檔次） o f management are so diversified 
and people feel reluctant to pay the management fee. 
There is insufficient legal proceeding for the management 
companies to have the proper authorization to carry out 
their duties as some of the duties may interfere the 
normal daily living of the residents, e.g. security check 
or inspection. Besides, without sufficient technical or 
professional staff, the multi-layer structure will 
increase the operation costs and lower . the efficiency 
greatly. 
As for Hong Kong, she has experienced the initial 
growth stage of property management (just like that in 
China now) in early 60‘s and 70's which was also the fast 
economic growth period of Hong Kong. The number of local 
or overseas property management companies increased in 
phase with the number of multi-storey buildings or large 
housing estates. After more than 30 years‘ development, 
property management in Hong Kong has achieved the 
.- international standard in terms of management know-how, 
technical skills in maintenance or inspection etc.. 
Expertise, reliability, versatility, and flexibility are 
the strengths of Hong Kong. They have expertise • 
specialized in every facet of management service and 
• always launch the modern concept of "One-Stop-Service" 
(全線服務 / 配 蜜 服 務 ） . P e o p l e are willing to pay for an 
efficient, quality and tailor-made management service at 
a reasonable price. 
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There are a lot of dominant players in Hong Kong. (1) 
Some of them are local companies merely provide a full 
range of property management services, like Housing Group 
(屋宇管理_』.). (2) Some of them are international property 
leasing agents or surveyors like, Richard Ellis, Jones 
Lang or Vigers. (3) The others are the subsidiaries of 
some property developers, like Kiu Lok Property Services 
(China) Co. of New World Development group; Tin On China 
of The Sun Hung Kai Company; or Harriman Realty Company 
of the Wharf Group. Among all these, a lot of them have 
already had a strong foothold in China market, e.g. 
Colliers Jardine and C.Y. Leung have already had 
representative offices in major cities like Beijing{jL^)/ 
Shanghai ( |-.ftj), Tianj in (人冲），Wuhan (武、®), Guangzhou(lg'>H), 
Shenzhen (深圳），Shenyang (潘陽），Dalin (人連），Chengdu (成都）， 
and Nanj ing ((¾'¾ ) etc. Though they are profit driven and 
are restricted by regulations not to dominate or ruin the 
rudimentary industry, their presence provides different 
means of transformation, upgrading, and 
professionalization or the China property management 
market. 
Major duties 
Property management in a broad sense covers anything 
related to the development, leasing, selling and after-
sale services like maintenance, cleaning, gardening and 
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facilities management etc. In a general understanding, 
it means maintenance or repairing of the public 
facilities, security control, inspection, engineering, 
gardening and cleaning only. 
According to Hong Kong practice (as there is no 
relevant legal counterpart in China), the management 
companies are authorities by the "Deed of Mutual 
C o v e n a n t " (人腹公贺） w h i c h has stipulation on the duties, 
responsibilities and authorities of the management 
company. 
The work of the professional property manager 
encompasses many functions in the achievement of the 
basic objective. These functions can be classified as: 
1) development of a management plan for the take-over 
2) sale of space 
3) collection of rents or management fee 
4) physical maintenance of the property 
5) maintenance of good owner-tenant-manager relations, 
6) maintenance of accounts and reports 
0 
The take-over procedures in China is extremely 
difficult and tedious^' (see take-over procedures in 
Appendix XI) . As there are a lot of sub-contractors, 
upon any incident of untimely delivery or flaws in the 
buildings, the responsibilities are widely dispersed. 
^ Take-over procedure, Kiu Lok Property Service (China) Ltd. 
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The sale of residential space also includes keeping 
good tenants and convincing them to renew their leases 
upon expiration of the lease term. The space must, of 
course, be maintained in a competitive condition both in 
terms of physical condition and rental schedule. 
Budgeting and management fee collection will be 
discussed in later sections. 
The physical maintenance of a property is a continuous 
undertaking which includes design, installation, repairs, 
modernization and cleaning services on a round-the-clock 
basis. All these tasks are done by local staff though 
not that skillful and professional. 
Basically property management sometimes is to manage 
the disputes among residents or between residents and the 
management companies. In this service-oriented industry, 
a friendly business relationship should be maintained and 
a feeling of mutual confidence shou!d be generated. 
Major duties includes: (also see Appendix XII) 
• Monitor the operation schedules 
• Approval for proper usage of the space 
t» 
• Establish legal proceedings 
• Manage the public facilities (maintenance and repair) 
• Utilities services, e.g. water or electric supplies 
• Transportation and security control 
• Environmental, pest control, cleaning, and disposal 
• Gardening, landscaping and greening , 
• Budgeting, collecting, and reporting of management fee 
• Organize activities and services for communities 
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Human Resources Management 
Generally speaking, the organizational structure of a 
large property management company is the same as the one 
in other countries. The main difference is that foreign 
employees always serve the post of General Manager and 
departmental managers. In order to reduce cost, some 
assistant managers or some department heads will be 
served by local employed Chinese. . 
Since most of the employees from China do not have 
experience in the field of property management, the 
number of employees in the company is almost three times 
than that in Hong Kong. Besides, the salary difference 
between foreign employees and local employees is very 
great due to the different economical situation. For 
instance, the salary of general manager is at least 
HK$800,000.00 annually, which is ten times higher than a 
local employed general manager. 
Besides the extraordinary difference in salary for 
o 
local staff and expatriate, language gap is another 
blockage, as not all of the employees can speak fluent 
Mandarin. Conflicts or inefficiency will arise when 
colleague can not communicate effectively in common 
, language. Besides, regionalism may also exist as people 
are coming from difference provinces in China who may 
have different culture or habits. In conclusion, the 
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human conflicts between colleagues become the most 
affliction for a large property management company to 
solve in China. 
A typical organization chart of property management 
company in China can be as the following: 
General Manager/ 
Vice General Manager 
P r o p e r t y O p e r a t i o n H u m a n R e s o u r c e F i n a n c e 
Division Division Division Division 
(A detailed real case illustration sees Appendix XIII) 
Estimation of management fee 
Before doing budgeting, or estimating the management 
fee in China, we have to analyze the portions of revenue, 
c> 
expense first. The income resources of a property 
management company in China are: 
- M a n a g e m e n t fee , 
- C a r p a r k fee 
.. - R e n t a l fee 
- Others (Club member fee, Monthly fee, etc.) 
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Whilst the expense can be classified as the following: 
- Salary 
- Insurance fee (Fire/ Flooding, Third Party,etc) 
- Maintenance fee (Lift, Air-condition, Equipment, 
Security system, Swimming pool, generator,etc) 
- Repairing fee 
- Gardening 
- Miscellaneous 
Break-down of Management Expenses (¾) 
Hong Kong Southern China Northern China 
Labor ^6 ^ ^2 
Utilities 24 ^ ^^ 
Maintenance ^ ^0 ^8 
Cleaning 8 5 7 
Insurance 2 4 3 
Promotion 3 3 8 
Administration 2 ]^ ^ 
Management 5 7 ^ 
*quoted from lecture notes of M r s . K.W. Wong. 
After calculate the budgeted total income and 
expense, the revenue of a property management company can . 
be calculated in a unit basis by the following formula: 
Predicted Net Expense for next year 
= P r e d i c t e d Income - Predicted Expense 
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Predicted total Management Fee 
= P r e d i c t e d Net Expense+Predicted Net Expense * Factor 
Company Revenue 
= P r e d i c t e d Net Expense * Factor 
Due to the keen competition in Hong Kong, the property 
management companies only have a make up of 5¾ to 6% • 
(factor) as the revenue for the company. However, 
property management company will have 10¾ to 15¾ make up 
for their projects in China due to the higher risk. 
According to "The Income Tax Law Concerning Joint 
V e n t u r e s中華人民共和 _外商投資企業和外 _企袋所得稅法” (Appendix 
XIV) , after deducting 5¾ of the Sale Tax and 33% of the 
Income Tax, the factor for calculating the revenue of 
property management company is around 8¾ to 9¾. 
Collection of Management fee 
Currently, almost all the projects which foreign 
property management companies involved are targeted for 
foreign consumption. In order to reduce the risk of bad _ 
debt, the developers will collect six month management 
‘ fee in advance to support the daily operations. Actually, 
nearly all the owners or the tenants of Export Commodity 
Housing have the concept of property management and 
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seldom reject to pay the fee. If the owners and tenants 
refuse to pay the management fee, they will face penalty 
from the property management companies. According to 
different conditions of property right, the penalty can 
be classified as the following: 
1. Property right is owned by many small individuals 
- S e a l the right for using water and electricity 
- D i s m a n t l e m e n t by the court 
- O v e r d u e Fine 
- S e a l off 
2. Property right is owned by single large developer 
- I n t e r e s t Confiscation/ Overdue Fine 
- S e a l the right for using water and electricity 
- T a k e o v e r 
- A r b i t r a t i o n 
- N e g o t i a t i o n 
The main difference of property management between 
Hong Kong and China is that the property management 
company has the right to cut off the right for using 
water and electricity and other utilities. 
Recently, the management fees for high quality office 
or residential apartment are as high as that in Hong Kong. 
The undated comparative management fee for A-Grade 
properties in the major cities in China is shown: 
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Comparative Monthly Management fee for A-Grade 
Properties in major cities in China 
Classification 
City Office Shopping Mall Residential 
Beijing US$5.0/M2 US$7.0/M2 US$1.3/M2 
Shanghai US$5.0/M2 US$6.5/M2 US$1.2/M2 
Guangzhou US$5.0/M2 US$6.5/M2 US$1.2/M^ 
Source: C.Y.Leung & C〇 Ltd. 
Types of Rental Collection 
Some of the investors may sub-lease their properties 
to someone else and just enjoy the monthly rents. As 
nearly all of the owners and investors live overseas, it 
becomes quite difficult for the investors to collect 
rents from their tenants. Sometimes, the property 
management company will collect the rental fee on behalf 
of the overseas owners. From an investment point of view, 
this kind of after-sale service becomes an important 
factor for when overseas buyers and investors. 
Furthermore, when the developers sell their projects, 
they will emphasize their extra ability of rental . 




After having an overview on the establishment and 
functionings of property management companies in China, 
some problems that hinder the future development of this 
industry are identified. 
Concept of Property Management 
Governed by the Communist community for about 50 years, 
majority of the people are coming from or still live in 
rural areas, frankly speaking, people in China do not 
have the concept of property management at all. They 
have the mentality that all their accommodations are 
offered by the government. Thus all the facilities 
management provided, they will take it for granted. 
There is nothing to say about how to manage their houses 
as they almost do not even have the concept of private-
owned properties. In turn, they cannot accept and 
reluctant to pay management fee. Maybe their income • 
level is still too low for them to afford that fee. 
. Without a certain amount of management fund, all the 
functions of property management cannot commerce. 
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Human Resource Management 
Difficulties in recruiting expert 
In order to become a manager for a property management 
company in Hong Kong, one should have at least five to 
ten years solid working experience in all territories of 
property management. It is quite difficult to recruit a 
qualified expert to handle a large project, and it is 
even more difficult to send a person with that 
capabilities to China where the property management 
industry is still very primitive. That is why a large 
property management company must pay at least HK$800,000 
per year to have a property manager to station in China. 
Many of these experienced expert have married and 
unwilling to station in China. The more the compensation 
that the company have to pay for him, the more the 
administrative costs have to be shifted to the end-users. 
Brain Drain 
Property management companies always send their best 
property managers to handle the adverse, disordered 
situation in China. Unfortunately, such HK expert or 
those already trained departmental managers, always • 
become the head-hunting targets from other developers or 
. local management companies. By doing so, other 
developers or local companies can not only reduce the 
cost of sending expatriate but also resources in 
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training. However, if the HK expert leave the company 
(maybe head-hunted by someone else), the local property 
management company as well as developers will face a 
disaster that they do not have their own supporting staff 
and training base from HK. This can be describe as a 
short-sighted move, but still a lot of companies are 
facing this acute expert shortage problem now. 
Conflicts between expatriate & local staff 
Unavoidably , the salary of a HK manager stationed in 
China is always ten times more than that of a local staff. 
Salary gap may affect the morale of local staff and 
conflicts may easily arise. Since property management is 
on a team work basis, without a co-operative environment, 
it is impossible for the HK expert to manage and lead the 
whole company well. 
Funding Inflexibility 
‘ Registered Capital 
Whenever a HK property management company wants to 
incorporate its venture business in China, it is . 
stipulated that each registered company, branch, or 
. representative office must have registered capital ( 注 冊 
資 本 ) f o r each of them. That means different project 
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must have its own company and sufficient capital to 
guarantee funding and proper functioning. 
Actually, all the operational expenses of property 
management companies are derived from the collected 
management fee. They need not have much initial capital 
investment. They have to ensure free cash flow so as to 
maintain sufficient working capital. However, such a 
stringent requirement really exert a great burden for 
funding flexibility and future expansion of property 
management companies. 
Difficulties in collecting management fee 
Only the buyers or investors of export commodity 
housing can afford and willing to pay the high management 
fee. However, it is still very difficult to collect the 
management fee as most of the investors live overseas. 
Management company always cannot receive the management 
fee if the investors do not use or lease their apartments. 
As complained by some property managers in interviews, 
some of the overseas investors even do not show up after 
the pre-occupancy registration. 
Vague Legal Regulations . 
Up to now, only Shenzhen Special Economic Zone has 
officially released the regulations for property 
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management. In other major cities, not only the property 
management companies but also the government do not know 
exactly what to follow, whom to be responsible and where 
to complain. All what they can do is just follow the 
"Deed of Mutual Covenant" used in HK. 
Unfair Regulations 
In order to provide the basic management services with 
certain standard, the management companies have to set 
the management fee at the level at least to cover the 
costs. However, such level is still not acceptable by 
the "Price Regulation Board" ( ^ fi )nj ) according to the 
current income standard of people in China. Thus from 
time to time, the authority will interfere the setting of 
management fee. 
Besides, property management company is only service 
provider with all their expenses being reported. They 
are not doing trading or selling business and thus should 
not be subjected to the 5¾ Sales Tax for all the 
transactions. Such an unreasonable tax requirement adds 
pressure on their already heavy burden. 
Difficulties in Maintenance 
. Almost all air-conditionings, ventilation, elevations, 
automation systems and security system equipment are 
imported from overseas. When these components or parts 
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are broken or need to be replaced, the repairing times 
are substantially long. In addition, import tariff will 
also increase the cost of maintenance or replacement. 
Moreover, the local technicians in the property 
management company can only achieve the basic technical 
requirement. Some sophisticated problems, for instance, 
cleaning of marble may need special technique. Different 
kinds of marble needs different combinations of chemical-
solvents . If the technician is not so experienced or 




FROM SEEDLING TO HARVEST - A LONG WAY AHEAD 
Since 1990, there are more than 400 property 
management companies formed in Shanghai. However, up 
till now, none of them has formal, professional and up-
to-the standard operations. It means that property 
management is a newly emerged industry at the seedling 
stage. Though very new, there is still - much room for 
expansion in the thriving China market. Many parties 
(including the Government, local participants, and 
foreign investors or professionals) are at the searching 
stage to define the best routes for them. We are 
expecting a long way to go to reach maturity. At this 
initial shooting stage, we try to identify some key areas 
that are critical for the successful development of 
property management industry in the future. 
Community Management in China (小區管理） 
Traditionally, community functions in a mono- • 
functional way, but now it‘s development is moving 
” towards a centralized, integrated and modernized 
direction. Modern management is difficult to apply to 
that as it is managed by the administrative control of 
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the local authority. Again, the main issue is 
insufficient fund. However, there is a growing trend 
that some peripheral services (like baby-sitting, laundry, 
delivery, etc.) or even some sales activities are 
encouraged as the side functions of the resident 
committee. The additional income can be used to 
subsidize the basic property management requirement. Or 
else, limited range of management service is provided 
depending how much fund can be collected. By and large, 
as starting from zero, it takes time to let the people to 
be trained up and let the management concept to be 
diffused. 
Legal Enforcement and Concept Establishment 
Up to now the one and only one piece of comprehensive 
regulation for property management can only be found in 
Shenzhen. The others rely heavily on the "Deed of Mutual 
Covenant" used in HK. It is a long term process to have 
proper legal establishment as "Rome cannot be built in 
one day". Western countries had property management 
industry after the World War II, Hong Kong started this 
development in the 60 ‘ s, and it did not mature until the . 
80's. Real estate industry in China only started at the 
.. late 80's, thus it is not something surprised for 
property management industry in PRC to have better shape 
in one or two decades. 
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Through more interaction, more market being opened to 
the outside world, we believe it is a gradual process to 
diffuse the legal spirit or modern management technique 
to China. It may not have short cut, but done through 
education continues generation after generation. 
Human Resources Management 
Property management is a professional in HK and the 
world around, and that should be in China. People in 
this field should receive the respect not less than that 
of architect, or surveyor. We expect it will absorb 
people with higher education, like college graduates. 
Moreover, professional license should be granted to those 
qualified people who has reached certain professional 
standard. 
To deal with the problems of expertise shortage, local 
training should be the most obvious solution. Specific 
binding terms should be stipulated so that the property 
managers and those trained managers are not easily being 
hunted or drained away. In another aspect, those 
expatriate should demonstrate their professional 
capabilities and their sincerity to contribute their _ 
expertise to the China property management market so as 
. to eliminate the image of squeezing money and exploiting 
the China market. A cooperative, harmonic working 
environment should be maintained for local and expatriate. 
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Sincerity to provide professional service 
Undoubtedly, property management is a service oriented 
industry. It have to deal with people on every facet of 
operation. Apart from professionalism, all crucial 
elements or attribute for customer service, like patience, 
sincerity, promptness, courtesy etc. are critical for the 
success of the industry. 
Independent vs Vertical Integrated Operation 
Property management companies face a trade-off 
situation in mode of incorporation. To be independent, 
the company can demonstrate its professionalism of being 
merely a property management company. Every aspects of 
management services can be provided for the interest of 
occupants. On the other hand, if property companies 
belong to a group of developers or leasing agents, they 
can get access to their potential clients easily at an 
” pretty early stage. In our understanding, to do business 
in China, used to be very much rely on " G u a n x i " (關係）， 
but now, the real strength of a company becomes more and 
more important. Thus the company with a stronger back up ‘ 




As a final word, we believe that we should look ahead 
and have a long-term perspective. The conditions may not 
be so favorable in short run, but the demand is 
definitely there, the growth of the industry can be 
expected. If any property developers are really want to 
have a foothold in these field, they should view property 
management as a long term investment at the current stage. 
They absorb the cost as part of the investment. During 
this learning stage, efforts and investment can be used 
to establish market relationships, liaise with relevant 
parties. When the market become more open and mature, it 
would be their fruiting stage as they can benefit from 
their front runner strategy. 
Conclusion 
By and large, establishment of property management 
‘ concept and the layout of proper legal environment would 
be a long-term process. It is a gradual process and have 
to be shaped by efforts of different parties. Yet still 
some of the technical and practical issues on operation 
and human sides also have to be solved. 
During this rudimentary, relatively unstructured 
stages, a lot of potential parties may want to fill this 
niche and establish, a foothold in this industry. A long 
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period of cultivating would be expected from such a 
seedling stage to fruiting. We believe that those who 
really have their sincerity in investing capitals, 
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曾：沒行）？此照、. :、毎人.。規出极土 用土 ® ± « t j S ; : K ^ ^ a ^ ® s , < ? 7 « ; » p s S s ^ ^ n 
穴 苹 定 使 宛 准 因 廷 躲 幅 民 第 定 》 ^ 以 地 第 地 地 第 贫 地 第 爲 2 任 1 5 第 ？ ； 1 & £ ; 击 £ | 焉 5 1 醫 / 、 -
、、;十• m •後務！ ^人地政十 5土上使十计利九土、今’。5:^iS7¥Sp^Sffs2zj〗？iS§§. i _ C 
g 5 软 直 ， 院 、 丨 ' 民 ％ 府 一 银 地 人 用 條 剖 用 译 地 经 條 . ？ 5 去 烧 節 章 5 口 (^  3 | ^ - . | S - f e 1 ^ 
^M.規任由規房&、有烧篇使民浪。培.丨的怒 § 盖 尝 〒 贸 志 1 1 ••： gT.-.b ^ 
豕 . ^ . 定 市 市 定 產 府 用 2 + « 周 & 用� 《3 使 法 > S ^  % X x e 4 fi 5 .PT«'" l t t ^ - ^ 
g i 的的、.^ ^土途 £ 1丨土 2 « 府 於 《 坟土用 £ 5空 s s S i S ^ S ' ? ^ i S ? i i g : ' u-fi 
1 $ _ 度 5 ^ | ^ $ 9 理 地 、 、 地 § 怒 下 房 扱 ? 1 i 4 m g 5 S S S S S i S S ^ | g f ^ S ^ i • Jfi7 
$ 透 . 限 人 人 妊 8 5 管 年 有 使 $ 面 達 地 以 、 使 方 § 恳 5 S 5 S S ^ g f i §1院 ？ S I . 吵入. 
. 接 3 . . . 民 民 有 門 理 限 步 用 $?^的^1上i:3^S25^ i^^SSS？11 5 鬆 建 任 ， 溝 . 一 + ^ 
gfe.由&政肚共郎和0|描.,|方控開地.市1«有§5 SiISS1 ？ ^ % ?Si3诗房5! ri 
. 5 避 . [ 2 府 ； 3 准 间 門 其 地 出 . 乎 案 制 好 方 規 出 ( ^ 有 ^ 2 S S S S 5 S S S 4 « 行 M ^ ^ i J 
2 . 5 ^ « & 土 丨 5 投 $ 他 進 2 \ 么 . 指 的 人 2 ^ 出 ± 。 g | g ' ^ ^ ^ S | | | g S | | ^ 
•式 . . - . 市其地的定同《 ^ . 民 按 欲 . 民 和 . 》 [ 地 《 ^ « 5 ± - ' 萝冥� | s | S | | ^ ¾ 
• . 二 ^ [ . . 人 有 ^ ^ 人 方 城 件 - 由 & 照 8 | 須 & 年 $ 。 後 2 £ 者 £ 责 f ? | £ | S S _ 淸 
« W 民 》 3 理 民 案 市 . 出 市 府 6 3 1 了 极 府 . 度 . 須 ' g 5 l l S ；�1 | S I fVl " i 
« j探•�.ft郎部政，.,.，規由a、 肚 B 年 拽 出 建 符 該 有 . 会 由 用 國 .自土 房 根 部 人 人 法 _ j # 
^2态提社年得./丨8^..施郎..5«合政取使...（》出除定定52 ^ 的 恶 盒 ’ ， “ ^ - 當 ‘ ‘ ？尝？：运轰轰� H J i�
怨壁，苗限的..和建上“..合同主彳寻用 . . . • 2 * 合 ^ ^ 二 - § 5 祐 | 丄 監 ^ ^ 击 + 黑 笛 1 笛 " 5 g j | g i a ： ^ 
巧 £ 收 公 1 土 第 使 2 5 » 第 同 资 ^ « 出 《 £ 第 金 同 供 增 . ' 5 客 5 费 去 5 ^ $ 豊 去 ？ 5 證 5 1 | | ? ^ | 1 ¾ ‘ 
。:陆回共滿地十用和財十:，.更郎£ ? (出十••..•‘"•出供土”土丨巧合军 ±罢 2 £志 §士..《"罢不〒7. . z 9 E 
• . ^ • 利 前 使 九 的 土 政 八 相 協 門 方 该 七 ^ ^ 由 ? 5 $ $ ± 2 $ | 同 丄 § 胄 | @ € - | @ 2 ^ f i l ^ t j ij^ 
• . 翌 並 & 不 用 4 $ 具 地 . 條 ! 5 » 1 的 和 合 條 . 孟 土 的 2 ^ 控 烧 依 1 約 5 佳 蓉 3 高 條 ， 條 S 5 S | S | ^ 5 
« :罕浪的收《 « 開 列 . . 试 或 同 市 同 . ： 還 地 土 的 尝 2 丄 ， 钱 定 5 4 « 口 2 ， + +: E l S | i ? g 
,土坡需回，國》? ? $入'土整者？^、約土 浩背地土部用土 門 支 土 土 與 出 《 ± ± S 5 2 £ t M i ^zL 
; . : g i i ; s S | v ^ S | | f j . ^ g S 雪 |器地〔1想豊 ^ t t g g J 5 $ $ | 2 5 S | i Xffl 
, 的 地 ， 在 出 對 由 士 K 伊 H b 折 r 人 的 伊 S郎•.；必出使� te� V使fE地合.„(£� 1£ .豕 ^巧试 t° VI - T}- ± 
: • | 農 可 宾 》 ± 塞 圭 〒 篇 農 § ^ ^ ± 篇 . 普 『 ， 土 未 | 5 | « ^ ^ 2 1 5 § S 1 祟 。 丨 、 3 〒 裝 ; ^ -
. 5 用 以 殊 合 地 技 使 用 ^ 5 用 打 土 & 地 者 3 返 地 考 每 衾 8 I p S f 1 5 S S §5 2 t a i� 、/+ 
; 馆 者 依 请 同 使 院 用 . 於 出 《 土 地 府 用 裔 ^ ^ 遼 便 照 照 的 誇 %ffl2ii^ S £ S i 2 S S 7 ^ 
•.巧使照况約用提{ «戚》 [出地使成途要 3 土 用 出 出 ， § 同口？^ 3 ? ^、，这 S S S ¢ 2 ¾ 1 A 
- < $ 同 & 下 定 者 定 出 市 金 » 使 用 市 的 & $ 地 重 5 @ 、 市 $ ；^^ ？i'^ 'f ;ir S S i ^ ¾ ! 
、 j - 土 ( $ , 的 依 ， 》 s� ffi金用t«規.安-¾� fE有合合二 {j g告i错。6 g g S S 7 ^ S 
^ 相 地 程 根 使 法 会 5 5 常 ， 丨 位 出 到 必 土 約 用 拒 5 5 ^ 盒 ， 。 ! 〒 S S R t % S S ；；5? 
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第 三 十 < 條 _
 Z J S S ^ ^ S
 . 色 访 “ 仏 £ - 5 浪 | ^ ^ . ; 边 ， . 瑰 箱 符 合 下 列 ^ £ 1 作 ： 
力
 _ 土 _ £ _ # 列 1 _ 历 |
 ( - ^ p i i t . 
o
 .
 ^ y ^
 4 1 ^叩.出坑合同約定已妊支战斑？5 : ;
 l l F I I
 . 
5 n 」
 H ^ ^ I ^ H f i ^ ^ ^
 • 1
 ( n ) J ^ - l : ; : s i s 3 H E 2 w i r t i ; : ^ E 2 ; 
^ n ^ ^ ^ w . ^ ^ ^













 ^ 1 . 並 | 
$ : 5 1
 ^ ^ «








産 . l i i
 y i i i i ^ 
K U M ^
 ^：饥访地茂時房屋已技瑰成记糊荡。
 i 、 .
 n ^ J C 2 f l ^ 
U
H 的 . ^ ^ ^ ^ n ^ ^ m ^
 印 品 历 £ : 3 所 £ ^ 位 > ? . . 必 奶 爪 於 4 ^ 關 的 工 伐 1 = : 1 
^ ^ ^
 «。窮一一1 4 -九條以到报方式取. . .坑四十五條的品访爪2 :的.而品历顶_人將^ 
n ^
 ^ i p ^ ^
 ,
 i l M I ^
 H s ^ x ^ m l ^ n . y m ^ w ^ :







 此 ^ ^ 2 ^ 的 人 民 找 府 密 此 。 訂 肌 ？ ^
 第三節
 ^ m ^ . ^ ^ p
 ^ . s _ i p _ ^ _ , . . . . . , ^ 
K
 K . N A R t t ^ ^ s s
 ‘
 i
 坑四十六條访地茂此卯 .尼 5 : ; : 肚仰人以 1 . 合 "； ^ 
^
 i s # s ^ f H S H f
 . ¾ - ¾ ¾ " ¾ ¾ " ^ ¾ ^ ^ ? ¾ ¾ ¾ 
h u v
 m ,
 5 = ^ 依 照 0 东 ^ ^ 關 贝 定 印 扔 土 行 闲 £ ^ 的 行 爲 • 饥 ^ 5 人 不 顶 行 ！ 2 饮 时 . ^ ^ : = 人 广 描 
^ ^
 l n « ^ n ^ 。
 依 法 以 此 卯 的 ^ 2 地 ^ ! 怕 6 ^ . < 5 £ 的 ！ £ 饮 成 先 受 ？ ^ 。 
M
 i ( ^ ^ . , ^ ^ l ^ m ^
 § 十 |
 . ^ t t r o l J ^ ^ J ^ 
n .
 的 . w m ^ ^ i s
 . . s ^ 佔 川 紀 阴 內 的 土 地 使 川 战 • 可 ： 1 2 5 定 抵 〔 很 。 以 = 3 £ ^ 
^
^
 说 £ 人 民 找 们 按 照 0 ^ £ 院 说 定 决 方 式 取 仿 的 土 地 使 爪 很 - 可 以 設 1 ^ 低 旧 ^ ; , £ | 1 , , , 
v v ^ r
 定1-以不浙理土地使爪55出访手
 第四十八條历地茂此1:,班总恐土地使门2^泣 
, . : 1 . 5 、
 ！ £的，衍 | 5 九理馆按照 0 5 5 院说
 ^ ^
 i m s f f i s ^ ^
 i T ^ u i p s ^ s 
n ^
 定 將 ！ £ £ 5 ^ 2 地 產 所 沒 收 益 中 的 土
 第 四 十 九 様 扔 地 . ^ ! 抵 押 ， . 肚 押 人 和 肚 ， - - 很 人 逝 
" , ) p
 地收 &上 £还家或者作 ^ = ^ : 他成常石； =进面此卯合 0 1 >
 •
 •
 . ‘ - h f n ? !
 . 








 . 常 技 ： ： = 3 而 £ ^ 讲 合 同 • 合 冋 - B - e } 所 ^ : 的 爪 狄 中 描 納 招 常 於 0 斑 納 川 愤 出 饥 金 
A
^
 當极明土地使爪很肢 ^：的方式广的； ^抓後 -抵 ^：浪人方可頃先受讯。 
y , . . . . 第 四 十 . 一 烧 ： 坊 地 產 符 访 . ， - _
 .第五十一钱.历地^ |肚押合同苏打後-土地上矿 
^ ^
 時.土地使爪战出£5合同极明的2?的员厘不面於肚1:財產•描|穴钱抵仰的房地產 
M f f i .
,!... 描 利 ， 技 枝 切 之 2 ^ 2 $ ; . .




 . . 讯 € 使 用 浪 的 ， 》 » 房 地 產 « • 
n • . . 後 ， ： $ : ? ; 土 ‘ 咖 応 用 很 的 使 川 年 . 嗎 5 ^ . . 馆 四 節 = - ^ 坊 度 沮 试
 -
旅 1地使用描出《合 1 ^定的使
 浓五十二钱房屋沮穴-是£2历屋所有很人作爲 
用 年 £ ^ § 土 地 使 用 老 已 轻 使 用 年 思 5 ^ 剩 检 年 _ 限 ， ^ . . . 出 瓜 人 將 其 历 昆 出 1 承 租 - < 使 . 用 丨 & 承 租 人 向 出 租 . . 
第 四 十 三 條 以 出 》 方 式 取 5 : 土 地 使 用 5 5 的 ， . 搏 • 人 支 忖 沮 金 的 ！ 1 : : ? 1 , , . . ,
 .
 L 、 Q J ; , l 、 , . o * . , s -
« ^ m i
 : : " 受 》 人 & 资 | 地 使 用 5 ? 出 》 合 冋 約 定 ： 馆 五 & . _ . | ^ ^ 邏 . $ ! - , 池 观 人 和 承 ^ : 5 旧 ! ^ 1 5 
的 土 地 州 汤 的 • . 必 須 取 5 : 取 出 》 方 和 市 、 ； 2 ^ 人 民 & 府 £ ^ » 面 租 ^ < 合 同 r
 : £ 定 租 ， < 3 限 、 5 ^ @ h
 ^ ^ « 
技 市 5 ; : 5 2 行 政 主 货 甜 〔 的 间 宏 . 笠 ： = 土 地 使 用 技 出 琪 f e
 > ^ S A S S ^


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 ( 三 ) & 后 ， 空 1 1 . ¥ 的 工 作 织 1 ? 一 - . 
i l i f t l f
 . - ^ ^ y y . i 
涯 f l f
 1 1
 t H ^ ^ ^ ^ P I S I
 ；
 一 一 ；
 s s r p " s 1 f E ? 
p i l p i n ^ : y l l " y p i i & i f H H i i o y H
 讓
 H l r !
 H H H ; : : : U 
• i l I l i : _ _ _ ” 3 . ^ ^ i ^ i s l i i
 . .
 s ? 『 M g " _ i i i
 • .
 _
 i i ; ; ^ M ^ a , r i 
S S K r : ; r . . r i i i l
 l i i ^ i ^ ^ _ ^ ^
 l ^ ^ p
 s l s n l l i 
J ^ ^ ^ p m . . 星
 l g ; ^ t ^ i p ; : ? - 【 # a i u ^ 5 p “
 I I S
 - ! - ,
 i ! i l . 
^ . ^ H ^ ^ ^ ^ - i ^ ^ - r ^ ^
 . . t H P H ^ . P
 i p ^ . . p ^ - H B ^ 
: ! • H P S H S H
 J ^ ^ y ^ M M ^ ,
 ！
 g p r " H H r .
 i s 
^ ^ i
 ’
 f i s , s l r s - c s l
 l ) ; - ^ w p _ M P S - i - s s v 2 ^ f s
 h T s i u 」 . m
 .
 I i g : r 
^ w l l i
 I 5 E I 1 T i i
 y r l i l 
j i M i 市 致 府 - 1 3 实 > 行 & 官 ？ | 1 一 部 「 是 特 區 £ 1 > \ >
 ： ； ^ 台 二 这 决 可 ！ ^ ^ 尝 印 ^ ^ ^ 寫 ： 方 式 或 其 他 万 式 ， 艾 行 . i $ M
 •
 | ^ § ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ , . - ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ - - ^ > ^ ^ 
X s ^ ^ ^ s ^ - P ^ ^
 M ^ P ^ ^ e ^ s - = s 住 宅 房 屋 爲 I 房 一
 > ! 〒 •
 I 百 平 方 米 以 上 的 非 住 宅 房 M l s s : 、 层 民 § 兵 哲 、 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ s s s ^ f d 
g 【 a < 1 , < . l l ^ s , n r (
 _ i i






 第 十 八 烧 . 管 委 甘 向 < < ^ 一 | 大 贫 負 天 一 」 ; ^ 』 6 一 -
^





 ! ! : . R i r l
 ^ H l i y s s l L i i ^ ^ 5 ^ m i f e i J U > ^
 (
 一
 ) § � ！ 、 兹 兒 管 § 有 的 組 成 人 負 ；
 (\
 ) 
6 s 深圳經濟特區住宅物業管理條例 
a s i ! l n s f J ) 々
 s q ^ s s s s " ^ r s ^ , , 1 i








^ $ s s s s : ; ^ s s ^ s s : : s s 、 f t f
 (-
 -) W 5 2 l 、 • 、 i x m : 
& 1 . 千 六 月 十 八 日 | .
 I a 5 i
 - 月 - l x H g s 2 ^ 2 l s s i s s s T
 (一二)
 ^ T I ! 0 ; 
日起施行•本报現將全文分政日刊^ ^ ; ^
 ^ " 4 1 ¾ ¾ ¾ ¾ ) - ^ ^ ^ ) ¾ ^ ¾ ^ ¾
 (四)|必萨乂的1-兴抖. 
第二十九技物某馆理公司的否^£.. 5 ^三十四烧茅芏< ^ } 0玄包| -
 ？ 产
 第三十七译某芏、承瓜人.^^^他非某 
(一 s i l n - n 容 ：
 二五芒區名,^、也；0、面5及戶£使用人使用房屋胜富进守下列议定： 










 - - x ^ h i ^ u - . ^ ^ i 5 ^ 0 - ;
 K i s u ^ ^ n : 
i ^ B l i s l ^ ^ o ^ ;
 ) ) ， s ^ ^ . 1 5 r a l ^ ; ; ; 5 ^ - ^
 (








(三)傻受贤委贫扣 4^£的益： 5 3 ;
 5 C . L h K L d G U
 径 、 厂 饭 . ^ £ 台 、 天 台 、 屋 面 及 ！ ^ 进 進 行 边 
f i l 1 l
 f i p i i
 g f f ! : 
i i - ^ l s l
 - g l i l i
 x f f l f f i 
. h p _ l i _ s s
 ” ( K ) i l l i i
 J 5
 1 l i . 
^ , X S . S S S M S M S S "
 J i i i i ^ l
 l ^ ^ r ^ l . ^ . l . l . 
. % p p i s ^ H I
 , , f ? p i — f ) ： S ^ ^ S S S M 、 
^ , L , ^ 、 M s i i
 . 出 招 两 依
 S . . A






y f I l . l i
 l p i ! i









 这 到 百 分 之 三 十 後 ， s ! G K ! i i i ^ e H + f ! : ^ ^
 s w ^ ^ ^ .
.其 货 用 從 ！ ^ 宅 ^ ^ ^ ： ^ 基 金 中 支 
, 药 = 一 1 } ^ 二 ^ ^
 4 4 . 玉 列 所 拥 竿 £ 二 4 約 ， 是 半 位 以 上 ^ ^ ？ ： ^ 衍 的 菜 主 ^ ？ ： ： ： ： 後 生 效 ， 已 生 效 出 。
 ， ， ， . 1 : 、 1
 ^
 fl 
^ k p . ^ ^ B P ^ ^ ^ 综 主 § | | 票 有 菜 | 猛 |
 ” 、 一 | ^ ^ 力 " ” “ � 工 ^ ” ^ 描 % 
的.朽絮主|宅|用、維结爱其用人芸铅力。.
 . - . . • %
 : ^ U I ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H ^ S ? ， . 
2 理 { | { ^ 方 } = 附 利 转 ； £ 的 行 爲 守 則 。 ？ | ^ 五 爭 . 2 ± ^ 宅 區 的 使 用 ？ ^ . 饼 ； ^ !









 . : : 第 三 十 六 條 - i i w . .
 M ^ i . 诉 巧 ； ^ 位 店 用 。
 -
, . 丨 「 兀
 |
 ^ 們 | 不 © { > < 本 •
 ^ £ 大 香 可 以 £ 妓 本




《深训控5待區！1 ^ >一 )區物菜管理條
 (七)«念序放取孫和鳴剛-^:
 1?诉用基金中链支，组從£】商某用房的2! 
列 ) s f i 6 , ^ 4 e J n r l
 §人大宗委第一
 一 十 三 次
 (八)25出5?出規定51举的噪苷：
 运收入中回收• 
S S ^ ^ M i ! K s ^ ^
 a I ^ s
 i
 ( 九 ) 1 ^ 3 、 1 ¾ :
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LAW OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC 0? CHINA 
ON CHINESE-FOREIGN COOPERATIVE JOINT VENTURES “ 
[Adopted at the First Session of the Seventh 
National People's Congress on April 13, 1988 
and Promulgated April 13, 1988] 
ARTICLE 1 
This Law is specially formulated in order to expand 
Chinese-foreign economic cooperation and 
technological exchange and encourage foreign 
enterprises and other economic organizations or 
individuals (hereinaftqr referred. to as the 
"Foreign Partner") to join with enterprises or 
other economic organizations (hereinafter referred 
to as the "Chinese Partner") to establish Chinese-
foreign cooperative joint venture enterprises 
(hereinafter referred to as "Cooperative 
Venture(s)") within the territory of China in 
accordance with the principle of equality and 
mutual benefit. 
ARTICLE 2 
When establishing a Cooperative Venture, the 
Chinese and foreign partners should, in accordance 
with the provisions of this Law, agree in a 
cooperative venture contract on such matters as.the 
terms and conditions of investment or cooperation, 
the distribution of earnings or products, the 
sharing of risks and losses, the form of operation 
and management and the ownership of property upon 
‘ termination of the Cooperative Venture. 
Any Cooperative Venture which meets the 
requirements for a legal person under Chinese Law 
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shall be qualified as a Chinese legal person in 
accordance with the law. 
Ai^TICLE 3 * 
The State shall protect Cooperative Ventures and 
the lawful rights and interests of the Chinese and 
foreign partners in accordance with the law. 
A Cooperative Venture must abide by the laws and 
regulations of China and shall not infringe upon 
the social and public interests of China. 
Relevant organs of the State shall exercise 
supervision over Cooperative Ventures in accordance 
with the law. 
ARTICLE 4 
The State encourages the establishment of export 
oriented or technologically advanced production 
type Cooperative Ventures. 
ARTICLE 5 
When applying to establish a Cooperative Venture, 
documents signed by the Chinese and foreign 
partners such as the agreement, contract and 
articles of association shall be submitted to the . 
department in charge of foreign economic relations 
and trade under the State Council or to any 
department or local government authorized by the 
state Council (hereinafter referred to as the 
"Examination and Approval Authority") for 
examination and approval. The Examination and 
Approval Authority should decide to approve or 
' disapprove within forty-five (45) days of receipt 
of the application. 
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ARTICLE 12 
Upon approval of the application for the 
establishment of the Cooperative Venture, an � 
application for registration shall be made with the 
administrative organ for industry and conunerce 
within thirty (30) days of receipt of the approval 
certificate and a business license shall be 
obtained. The date on which a Cooperative Venture 
is issued a business license shall be the date of 
establishment of such cooperative venture 
enterprise. 
A Cooperative Venture should go through tax 
registration procedures with the tax authorities 
within thirty (30) days from the date of 
establishment. 
ARTICLE 7 
Any material changes to the cooperative venture 
contract agreed upon by the Chinese and foreign 
partners through consultations within the term of 
cooperation should be reported to the Examination 
and Approval Authority for approval. Where the 
content of such changes affects the statutory 
industrial and commercial registration items or tax 
registration items, procedures for the alteration 
of registration should be gone through with the 
administrative organs for industry and commerce 
and/or the tax authorities, as relevant. 
ARTICLE 8 
The investment or conditions for cooperation to be 
provided by the Chinese and foreign partners may be 
in cash, in kind, or in the form of land use 
rights, industrial property rights, unpatented 
technology or other property rights. 
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ARTICLE 12 
The Chinese and foreign partners should, in 
accordance with the stipulations of laws and 
regulations and the commitments made in the -
cooperative venture contract, perforro their 
obligations of full contribution of their 
investment and provision of conditions for 
cooperation on schedule. In the event of no 
performance within the prescribed period, the 
administrative organ for industry and commerce 
shall prescribe a time limit for performance. . If 
performance is still not made when such time limit 
expires, the Examination and Approval Authority and 
the administrative organ for industry and commerce • 
shall handle the case in accordance with relevant 
stipulations of the State. 
The investment or conditions for cooperation 
provided by the Chinese and foreign partners shall 
be verified by an accountant registered in China or 
a relevant organization and a certification shall 
be issued. 
ARTICLE 10 
When either the Chinese or the foreign partner 
transfers all or part of its rights and/or 
obligations under the cooperative venture contract, 
it must obtain the consent of the other partner and 
submit the matter to the Examination and Approval 
Authority for approval. ‘ 
ARTICLE 11 
A Cooperative Venture shall conduct operation and 
management activities in accordance with the 
approved cooperative venture contract and the 
articles of association. The right of autonomy of 
a Cooperative Venture in its operation and 
management shall not be interfered with. 
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ARTICLE 12 
A^ Cooperative Venture should establish a board of � 
directors or a joint management organization which 
shall decide major issues of the Cooperative 
Venture in accordance with the provisions of the 
cooperative venture contract or the articles of 
association. Where the chaioian of the board of 
directors or the head of the joint management 
organization is from either the Chinese and foreign 
partner, the vice chairman or the deputy head shall 
be from ^  the other partner. The board of directors 
or the joint management organization may decide to 
appointor employ a general manager who shall be 
responsible for the day to day operation and 
management of the Cooperative Venture. The general 
manager shall be accountable to the board of 
directors or the joint management organization. 
In the event that a change is made after the 
establishment of a Cooperative Venture in that the 
operation and management is entrusted to a party 
other than the Chinese or the foreign partner, such 
a change must be unanimously agreed upon by the 
board of directors or the joint managercent 
organization and reported to the Examination and 
Approval Authority for approval. Procedures for 
the alteration of registration shall also be gone 
through with the administrative organ for industry 
and commerce. 
ARTICLE 13 
Matters such as the employment, discharge, 
remuneration, welfare, labor protection and labor 
insurance of staff and workers of the Cooperative 
Venture should be stipulated through the making of. 
contracts in accordance with the law. 
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ARTICLE 12 
The staff and workers of a Cooperative Venture 
shall establish a labor union organization, which 
shall carry out labor union activities and protect �� 
the lawful rights and interests of the staff and 
workers in accordance with the law. 
A Cooperative Venture should provide its labor 
union with necessary conditions for the conduct of 
activities. 
ARTICLE 15 
A Cooperative Venture must set up books of account 
within the territory of China, submit accounting 
statements and reports in accordance with 
stipulations and accept supervision by the finance 
and tax authorities. 
In the event that a Cooperative Venture fails to 
set up books of account within the territory of 
China in violation of the provisions of the 
preceding paragraph, the finance and tax 
authorities may impose a fine and the 
administrative organ for industry and conunerce may 
order such venture to suspend its business 
operations or revoke its business license. 
ARTICLE 16 
A Cooperative Venture should, on the strength of 
its business license, open a foreign exchange 
account with a bank or another financial 
institution which is permitted by the state 
exchange control authorities to conduct foreign 
exchange transactions. 
The matters of a Cooperative Venture which relate 
to foreign exchange shall be handled in accordance 
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with stipulations of the State concerning foreign 
exchange control. 
ARTICLE 17 
A cooperative Venture may borrow fromJinancial 
institutions within the territory o^ China, it may 
also borrow outside the territory of China. 
Loans and the guarantees thereof to be u s e ^ ^ the 
Chinese and foreign partners as m v e s t : n t or 
conditions for cooperation shall bearranged by 
each of the partners respectively on its own. 
ARTICLE 18 
various insurance coverages :�^1二34 气 ^ 
cooperative Venture should be t a K = j 
insurance institutions within the territory of 
China. 
ARTICLE 19 
A cooperative Venture may, within the aPproved 
scope of business, import suppUes tha^ i t ^ f = 
an/export products it produces ^ 叩 二 二 
raw materials and fuels required by a j g g ^ 
venture within its approvedscopeof^usines:m^^ 
be purchased either on the domestic market or 
the international market. 
ARTICLE 20 
A cooperative Venture should balance itsforeign 
exchange receipts and disbursements on its ^ ^ 
Any cooperative Venture which is unable tobalance 
i?s Lreign exchange receipts and c U s ^ ^ g g g s ^^ 
its own may apply to the relevant authoritiestor 
2 ^ i ^ ^ n ^ inPaPccYordance with State stipulations. 
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ARTICLE 12 
ACooperative Venture shall pay taxes in accordance , 
with the relevant tax regulations of the State and 
may enjoy preferential treatment such as tax 
reductions and exemption. 
ARTICLE 22 
The Chinese and foreign partners shall distribute 
earnings or products and bear risks and losses in 
accordance with the stipulations contained in the 
cooperative venture contract. 
Where the Chinese and foreign partners covenant in 
the cooperative venture contract that all of the 
fixed assets of the Cooperative Venture shall 
belong to the Chinese Partner upon expiry of the 
term of cooperation, measures may be stipulated in 
the cooperative venture contract to provide for the 
prior recovery of investment by the Foreign Partner 
during the term of cooperation. In the event that 
the cooperative venture contract provides for 
recovery of investment by the Foreign Partner prior 
to payment of income tax, an application must be 
made to the finance and tax authorities and the 
finance and tax authorities shall examine and 
approve [the same] in accordance with the relevant 
tax regulations of the State. 
If prior recovery of investment by the Foreign 
Partner during the term of cooperation is 
stipulated in accordance with the provision of the 
preceding paragraph, the Chinese and foreign 
partners should assume the liability for the debts 
of the Cooperative Venture in accordance with the 
provisions of relevant laws and the stipulations in 
the cooperative venture contract. 
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cooperation. The Examination and Approval 
Authority should decide to approve or disapprove 
within thirty (30) days of receipt of the 
application. 
N 
ARTICLE 2 6 
Any disputes between the Chinese and foreign 
partners arising from the performance of the 
cooperative venture contract and the articles of 
association should be settled through consultation 
or mediation. In the event that the Chinese and 
foreign partners are unwilling to settle through 
consultation or mediation, or consultation or 
mediation fails to settle [the dispute], such 
dispute may be submitted to a Chinese arbitration 
organization or another arbitration organization 
for arbitration in accordance with the arbitration 
provisions in the cooperative venture contract or 
a written arbitration agreement reached afterwards. 
Where the Chinese and foreign partners fail to 
include arbitration provisions in the cooperative 
venture contract and no written arbitration 
agreement is reached afterwards, a suit may be 
brought in a Chinese court. 
ARTICLE 27 
Detailed implementation rules shall be formulated 
by the department in charge of foreign economic 
relations and trade under the State Council in 
accordance with this Law and shall come into force 
upon submission to and approval by the State 
Council. 
ARTICLE 28 




The profits and other lawful income distributed to 
the. Foreign Partner after fulfilling its �. 
obligations stipulated by the law and under the 
cooperative venture contract as well as the funds 
distributed to it upon termination of the 
Cooperative Venture may be remitted abroad in 
accordance with the law. 
After payment of the individual income tax, the 
income from wages and other lawful income of 
expatriate staff and workers of the Cooperative 
Venture may be remitted abroad. 
AJRTICLE 24 -
Upon expiry of the term or early termination of the 
Cooperative Venture, the assets, claims and debts 
should be liquidated in accordance with statutory 
procedures. The Chinese and foreign partners 
should determine the ownership of the property of 
the Cooperative Venture in accordance with the 
covenant under the cooperative venture contract. 
Upon expiry of the term or early termination of the 
Cooperative Venture, procedures for the 
cancellation of registration should be gone through 
with the administrative organ for industry and 
conunerce and the tax authorities. 
ARTICLE 2 5 
The term of cooperation of a Cooperative Venture 
shall be [decided] by the Chinese and foreign 
partners through consultations and shall be 
specified in the cooperative venture contract. In 
the event that the Chinese and foreign partners 
agree to extend the term of cooperation, an 
application should be filed with the Examination 
and Approval Authority one hundred and eighty (180) 
days prior to the expiry of the term of 
6S 






















































































THE LATIi OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA 
ON JOINT VENTURES 
USING CHINESE AND FOREIGN INVESTMENT 
Article 1 
\;ith a view to expanding international economic cooperation and techno-
logical exchange, the People's Republic of China permits foreign companies, 
enterprises, other economic entities or individuals (hereinafter referred 
to as foreign participants) to incorporate themselves, within the territory 
of the People's Republic of China, into joint ventures with Chinese companies, 
enterprises or other economic entities (hereinafter referred to as Chinese 
participants) on the principle of equality and mutual benefit and subject to 
authorization by the Chinese government. 
Article 2 
The Chinese government protects, by the legislation in force, the 
resources invested by a foreign participant in ,a joint venture and the profits 
due him pursuant to the agreements, contracts and articles of association 
aut horized by the Chi nese government as well as his other l awful rights and 
interests. 
All the activities of a joint venture shall be governed by the la~s, 
decrees and pertinent rules and regulati6ns of the People's Republic of China. 
Article 3 
A joint venture shall apply to the Foreign Investment Commission of the 
People's Republic er China for authorization of the agreements and contracts 
concluded bet\veen the parties to the venture and the articles of association 
or the venture fornulated by them, and the commission shall authorize or reject 
these documents \vithin three months. When authorized, the joint venture shall 
register with the General Administration for Industry and Commerce of the 
People's Republic er China and start operations under licens~. 
Article 4 
A joint venture shall take the form of a limited liability company. 
In the registered capital of a joint venture, the proportion of the 
investment contributed by the foreign participant(s) shall in general not 
be less than 25 per cent. 
The profits, risks and losses of a joint venture shall be ~hared by the 
parties to the venture in proportion to their contributions .. to the registered 
capital. 
The transfer or one party's share in the registered capital shall be 
effected only with the consent of the other parties to the venture. 
Article 5 
Each party to c joint venture may contribute cash, capital goods, 
industrial property rights, etc., as its investment in the venture. 
The technology or equipment contributed by any foreign participant as 
investment shall be truly advanced and appropriate to China's needs. Iri 
cases of losses cau5ed by deception through the intentional provision of 
Outdated equipment 0r technology, compensation shall be paid for the losses . 
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The investment contribcted by a Chinese participant may include the 
right to the use of a site provided for the joint venture during the period 
of its operation. In case such a contribution does not constitute ·a part 
of the investillent fro~ the Chinese participant, the joint venture shall pay 
the Chinese government for its use. 
The various contributions referred to in the oresent article shall be 
specified in the contracts concerning the joint ve~ture or in its articles 
of association, and the value of each contribution (excluding that of t he 
site) shall be ascertained by the parties to the venture through joint 
assessment. 
Article 6 
A joint venture shall have a board of directors with a composition 
stipulated in the contracts and the articles of association after consul-
tation between the parties to the venture, and each director shall be 
appointed or removed by his own side. The board of directors shall have a 
chairman appoi nted by the Chinese participant and one or two vice-chairmen 
appointed by the foreign participant(s). In handling an important problem, 
the board of directors shall reach decision through consultation by the 
participants on the principle of equality and mutual benefit. 
The board of directors is empowered to discuss and take action on, 
pursuant to the provisions of the articles of association of the joint 
ver.ture, all fundamental issues concerning the venture, namely, e~pansion 
projects, production and business programs, the budget, distribution of 
profits, plans concerning manpower and pay scales, the termination of 
business, the appointment or hiring of the president, the vice-president(s), 
the chief engineer, the treasurer and the auditors as well as their functions 
and powers and their remuneration, etc. 
The president and vice-president(s) (or the general manager and 
assistant general manager(s) in a factory) shall be chosen from the various 
parties to the joint venture. 
Procedures covering the employment and discharge of the workers and 
staff members of a joint venture shall be stipulated according to law in 
the agreement or contract concluded between the parties to the venture. 
Article 7 
The net profit of a joint venture shall be distributed between the 
parties to the venture in proportion to their respective shares in the 
registered capital after the payment of a joint venture income tax on its 
gross profit pursuant to the tax laws of the People's Republic of China and 
after the deductions therefrom as stipulated in the articles of association 
of the venture for the reserve funds, the bonus and welfare funds for the 
workers and staff members and the expansion funds of the venture. 
A joint venture equipped with up-to-date technology by world standards 
may apply. for a reduction of or exemption from income tax for the first two 
to three profit-making years. 
A foreign participant who re-invests any part of his share of the net 
profit within Chinese territory may apply for the restitution of a part of 
the income taxes paid. 
Article 8 
A joint venture shall open an account with the Bank of China or a bank 
approved by the Bank of Cnina. 
A jOint venture shall conduct its foreign exchange transact ions in 
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accordance ~"i th the "Foreign Exchange Regulations of the People's Republic 
of China". 
A joint venture may, in its business operations, obtain funds from 
foreign banks directly. 
The insurances appropriate to a joint venture shall be furnished by 
Chinese insurance companies. 
Article 9 
The production and business programs of a Joint venture shall be filed 
with the authorities concerned and shall be implemented through business 
contracts. 
In its purchase of required raw and semi-processed materials, fuels, 
auxiliary equipment, etc., a joint venture should give first priority to 
Chinese sources, but may also acquire them directly from the world market 
with its own foreign exchange funds. 
A joint venture is encouraged to market its products outside China. 
It may distribute its export products on foreign markets through direct 
channels or its associated agencies or China's foreign trade establishments. 
Its products may also be distributed on the Chinese market. 
lfuerever necessary, a joint venture may set up affilia~ed agencies 
outside China. 
Article 10 
The net profit which a foreign participant receives as his share after 
executing his obligations under the pertinent laws and agreements and 
contracts, the fun~s he receives at the time when the joint venture termi-
nates or winds up its operations, and his other funds may be remitted 
abroad through the Bank of China in accordance t.Jith the foreign exchange 
regulations and in the currency or currencies specified in the contracts 
concerning the joint venture. 
A foreign participant shall receive encouragements for depositing in 
the Bank of China any part of the foreign exchange which he is entitled to 
remit abroad. 
Article 11 
The wages, salaries or other legitimate inco~e earned by a foreign 
worker 6r staff member of a joint venture, after payment of the personal 
income tax under the tax laws of the People's Republic of China, may be 
remitted abroad through the Bank of China in accordance with the foreign 
exchange regulations. 
Article 12 
The contract period of a joint venture may be agreed upon between the 
parties to the venture according to its particular line pf, pusiness and 
circumstances. The period may be extended upon expiration through agree-
ment between the parties, subject to authorization by the Foreign Invest-
ment Commission of the People's Republic of China. Any application for 
such extension shall be made six months before the expiration of the 
Contract. 
Article 13 
In cases of heavy losses, the failure of any party to a joint venture 
to execute its oblioations under the contracts or the articles of associa-
o 
tion 6f the venture, force majeure, etc., prior to the expiration of the 
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,’ 
concracc period of a joinC venture, the contract may be terminated before 
the date of expiration by consultation and agreement betveen the parties 
and Chrough auchorization by che Foreign Investment Commission of the 
People's Republic of China and regist:rat:ion with the General Administration 
for Induscry and Commerce. In cases of losses caused by bresch of t:h;: 
contract(s) by a party co the vencure, the financial responsibility shall , 
be borne by the said party. • 
Article 14 
Disputes arising between the parties to a joint venture which the 
board of directors fails to seccle through consultation may be settled 
through conciliation or arbitracion by an arbicral body of China or through 
arbitration by an arbicral body agreed upon by the parties. 
Article 15 
The present law comes inCo force on the day of its promulgation. The 
pov;er of amendment is vested in the National People‘s Congress. 
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~*°"°~-~»"">*"^"__",*r；；!!!!行政法規-房地産管理 " " " * ^ 
中華人民共和國中外合資經營企業法實施條例 
(1卯3年9月20日园務院發丨(5,丨卯6年丨月丨5口.1987年丨2月2丨日修訂)_ • 
















































































































































































-^ -^ ^• «^««^ »>»0—-»->-»明一 ;^；;;^  行政法規-房地産管理� :^ ^^ o-c-g;;;^ �
第三十八條 合營企業設经營管理賤£,丨?.負贺企装的日常經營管理工作.組營管理链構設總逛理一人，副 
總經理若干人.副總經理協助總經理工作. 





















































































































































































































































第一0六條 合營企樂以其全部資鹿對其资務承擔黃任.合營企葉清傲偾務後的剩餘財産按照合營各方的 . 


















































LAW 0? TH2 P20PL3 ‘ 3 REPUBLIC OF� CHIH：^ 
GOVSRNING� POR3IG2�^ CAPITAL� SKTSRPRISES�
[Adopted at the Fourth Session of the Sixth ‘ 
National People's Congress on April 12, 1986] 
ARTICLE 1 
In order to expand economic cooperation and 
technological exchange with foreign countries and 
promote the development of the Chinese national 
economy, the People's Republic of China permits 
foreign enterprises and other economic 
organizations or individuals (hereinafter referred 
to as ^Foreign Investors” to set up foreign 
capital enterprises within, the territory of China 
and protects the lawful rights and interests of 
such foreign capital enterprises. 
ARTICLE 2 
A "Foreign Capital Enterprise^ as referred to in 
this Law shall mean an enterprise established 
within the territory of China in accordance with 
relevant Chinese laws with its entire capital being 
invested by a Foreign Investor; such term shallnot 
cover branch organizations of foreign enterprises 
and other economic organizations established within . 
the territory of China. 
ARTICLE 3 
The establishment of a Foreign Capital Enterprise 
must be beneficial to the development of the . 
Chinese national economy, such enterprise^ must use 
advanced technology and equipment, and either all 
or a large portion of its products must be for 
export. 
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Provisions with regard to the lines of business in 
which the establishment of Foreign Capital ,, 
Enterprises is prohibited or restricted by the 
State shall be stipulated by the State Council. 
ARTICLE 4 
The investment of a Foreign Investor within the 
territory of China, the profits earned and other 
lawful rights and interests shall be protected by 
Chinese law. 
A Foreign Capital Enterprise must abide by Chinese 
laws and regulations and shall not harm the social 
and public interests of China. 
ARTICLE 5 
The State shall not nationalize nor expropriate 
Foreign Capital Enterprises; under special 
circumstances, based on the need of the social 
public interest, Foreign Capital Enterprises may be 
expropriated in accordance with legal procedures ..'’ 
and commensurate compensation shall be paid. . 
ARTICLE 6 
Applications for the establishment of Foreign 
Capital Enterprises shall be examined and approved 
by the department in charge of foreign economic 
relations and trade under the State Council or by 
other organs authorized by the State Council. The 
examination and approval authority should decide 
whether to approve or disapprove an application 




Upon approval of the application for the . 
establishment of a Foreign Capital Enterprise, a 
Foreign Investor should file an application for 
registration with the administrative organ for 
industry and conunerce within thirty (30) days of 
the date of receipt of the certificate of approval 
and obtain a business license. The date on which 
the Foreign Capital Enterprise is issued a business 
license shall be the date of formation of such 
enterprise. 
ARTICLE 8 
Any Foreign Capital Enterprise that meets the 
requirements for a legal person under Chinese law 
shall be qualified as a Chinese legal person in 
accordance with law. 
ARTICLE 9 
A Foreign Capital Enterprise should invest within 
the territory of China within the time limit 
approved by the examination and approval authority; , 
in the event that no investment is made within such 
time limit, the administrative organ for mdustry 
and commerce shall have the right to revoke • its 
business license. 
The administrative organ for industry and commerce 
shall inspect and supervise, the investment 
situation of a Foreign Capital Enterprise. 
ARTICLE 10 . 
The splitting-up, merger or change in other 
important matters of a Foreign Capital Enterprise 
should be reported to the examination and approval 
authority for approval and the Foreign Capital 
Enterprise should go through procedures for the 
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alteration of registration at the administrative 
organ for industry and commerce. 
ARTICLE 11 ‘ 
Production and operation plans of a Foreign Capital 
Enterprise should be filed with its department-in-
charge for the record. 
A Foreign Capital Enterprise shall conduct 
operation and management activities in accordance 
with the approved articles of association and shall 
not be subject to interference. • 
ARTICLE 12' 
In employing Chinese staff and workers, a Foreign 
Capital Enterprise should enter into a contract in 
accordance with law and shall expressly stipulate 
such matters as employment, dismissal, 
remuneration, benefits, labor protection, labor 
insurance, etc. in the contract. 
ARTICLE 13 
Staff and workers of a Foreign Capital Enterprise 
shall establish a trade union organization .in 
.accordance with law, carry out trade union 
activities and protect the lawful rights and 
interests of the staff and workers. 
A Foreign Capital Enterprise should provide its 
trade union with the necessary conditions for its 
activities. 
ARTICLE 14 • 
A Foreign Capital Enterprise must establish its 
books of accounts within the territory of China； 
conduct independent accounting, file its accounting 
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statements in accordance with stipulations and be 
subject to the supervision of the finance and 
taxation authorities. 
%• 
With respect to any Foreign Capital Enterprise that 
refuses to establish books of account within the 
territory of China, the finance and taxation 
authorities may impose a fine thereon and the 
administrative organ for industry and commerce may 
order such enterprise to cease operation or revoke 
its business license. 
ARTICLE 15 
Supplies such as raw and other materials and fuel 
required by a Foreign Capital Enterprise within its 
approved scope of operations may be purchasedin 
China and may also be purchased in the 
international market; under equivalent terms and 
conditions, such supplies should to the extent 
possible be first purchased in China. 
AiVriCLE 16 
All items of insurance of a Foreign. Capital 
Enterprise should be obtained from an insurance 
company within the territory of-China. 
ARTICLE 17 ’ 
A Foreign Capital Enterprise shall pay tax in 
accordance with the relevant tax regulations of the 
State and may be entitled to preferential treatment 
such as tax reduction and exemption. 
A Foreign Capital Enterprise that reinvests its . 
profits after the payment of income tax within the 
territory of China may apply for a refund of the 
portion of the income tax already paid o n t h e 




Matters concerning foreign exchange of a Foreign 
Capital Enterorise shall be handled in accordance , 
with the stipulations of the State governing 
foreign exchange control. 
A Foreign Capital Enterprise should open its 
account at the Ban：< of China or a bank designated 
by the State authorities for foreign exchange 
control. 
A Foreign Caoital Enterprise should resolve to 
balance its ‘ . foreign exchange receipts and 
disbursements on its own. In the event that the 
relevant authority in charge approved the saleor 
the products of a Foreign Capital Enterprise in the 
China market which results in an imbalance of 
foreign exchange receipts and disbursements ofsuch 
enterprise, the authority that approved the sale.in 
the China market shall be responsible for resolving 
such imbalance. 
ARTICLE 19 
The lawful p r o f i t s earned by. a ^ o r e i g n Investor 
from a Foreign Capital Enterprise, his other lawful 
income and funds after liquidation may be remitted 
abroad. 
The wage income and other proper income o f t h e 
expatriate staff and workers of a Foreign Capitai 
EnLrprise may be remitted abroad after the payment 
of individual income tax in accordance with law. 
ARTICLE 20 
The term of operation of a Foreign Capital' . 
EnterpriL shall'be filed by theForeign Investor 
for the approval of the examination and approval 
authority. In the event that an extension is 
required upon expiration, an application should be 
filed with the examination and approval aU~hority 
one hundred and eighty (180) days prlor to 
expiration. The examination and approval authority 
should decide whether to approve or disapprove such 
application within thirty (30) days from the date 
of receipt thereof. 
ARTICLE 21 
Prompt announcement sh~uld be ,made in the event of 
termination of a Forelgn caplta~ Enterprise, and 
liquidation should be conducted 1n accordance with 
legal procedures. 
Prior to the complet~on of li9ui~ati~n, ~%cept for 
the purpose of carrylng out llqu1datlon, a Foreign 
Investor may not dispose of the prop~rties of the 
enterprise. 
ARTICLE 22 
Upon termination of a Foreign,capit~l Enterprise, 
procedures for the cancellat10n, o,t r~rJistration 
should be gone through at the admlnls~r~~i~e organ 
for industry and commerce and the bus~~~~~ license 
should be returned for cancellation. 
ARTICLE 23 
The department in charge of foreign ~conomic 
relations and trade under the State ~~u~~il shall 
formulate detailed rules for imple~en~~ti~n on the 
basis of this Law; such detailed rul~z zh~ll come 
into force after they have been sub~i..tt~J to and 
approved by the state Council. 
ARTICLE 24 
































































THE LA\.J ON JO INT VENTURES 
Article 1 
With a view to expanding international economic cooperation and techno-
logical exchange, the People's Republic of China ?errnits foreign companies, 
enterprises, other economic entities or individuals (hereinafter referred to 
as foreign participants) to incorporate themselves, within the territory of 
the People's Republic of China, into joint ventures with Chinese companies, 
enterprises or other economic entities (hereinafter referred to as Chinese 
participants) on the principle of equality and mutual benefit and subject to 
authorization by the Chinese government. 
Article 2 
The Chinese government protects, by the legislation in forcQ, the 
resources invested by a foreign participant in a joint venture and the profits 
due him pursuant to the agreements, contracts and articles of association 
authorized by the Chinese government as well as his other lawful rights and 
interests. 
All the activities of a joint venture shall be governed by the laws, 
decrees and pertinent rules and regulations of the People's Republic of China. 
Article 3 
A joint venture shall apply to the Foreign Investment Commission of the 
People's Republic of China for authorization of the agreements and contracts 
concluded between 'the parties to the venture and the articles of association 
of the venture formulated by them, and the commission shall authorize or 
reject these documents within three months. \fuen authorized, the joint ven-
ture shall register with the General Administration for Industry and Commerce 
of the People's Republic of China and start operations under license. 
Article 4 
A joint venture shall take the form of a limited liability company. 
In the registered capital of a joint venture, the proportion of the 
investment contributed by the foreign .participant(s) shall in general not be 
less than 25 per cent. 
The profits, risks and losses of a joint venture shall b~ shared ~y the 
parties to the venture in proportion to their contributions to the registered 
capital. 
The transfer of one party's share in the registered capital shall be 
effected only with the consent of the other parties to the venture. 
Article 5 
Each party to a joint venture may contribute cash, capital goods, indus-
trial property rights, etc. as its investment in the venture. 
The technology or equipment contributed by any foreign participant as 
investment shall be truly advanced and appropriate to China's needs. In 
cases of losses caused by deception through the intentional provision of out-
dated equipment or technology, compensation shall be paid for t~e losses. 
The investment contributed by a Chinese participant may include the 
right to the use of a site provided for the joint ventur~e during. " the. ,p~r,iQd. _ .. . _ 
of its operation. In case such a contribution do~s not const~tute 'a part of 
the investment from the Chinese participant, the joint venture shall pay the 
Chinese government for its use. 
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The va:ious contributions ref ~ rred to in the present article shall be 
specified i:: the contracts concerning the joint venture or 'in its articles 
of associat:cn, and the value of each contribution (excluding that of the 
site) shall ~~ ascertained by the ?arties to the venture through jOint 
assessment. 
Article 6 
A join~ venture shall have a board of directors with a composi tion 
stipulated in the contracts and the articles of association after consulta-
tion between the parties to the venture, and each director shall be appointed 
or removed by his mm side. The board of directors shall have a chairman 
appointed by the Chinese participant and one or two vice-chairmen appointed 
by the foreiga participant(s). In handling an important problem, the board 
of directors shall reach decision through consultation by the participants 
on the principle of equality and mutual benefit. 
The board of directors is empowered to discuss and take action on, 
pursuant to the provisions of the articles of association of the joint ven-
ture, all ft.:ndar.1ental issue"s concerning the venture, namely, expansion proj-
ects, production and business programs, the budget, distribution of profits, 
plans concerning manpOt,,'er and pay scales, the termination or business, the 
appointment or hiring of the president, the vice-president(s), the chief 
engineer, the treasurer and the auditors as well as their functions and 
powers and t~eir remuneration, etc, 
The president and vice-president(s) (or the general manager and assist-
ant general canager(s) in a factory) shall be chosen from the various parties 
to the join~ venture. 
Procedures covering the employment and discharge of the workers and 
staff members of a jOint venture shall be stipulated according to law in the 
agreement 0: contract concluded between the parties to the venture. 
Article 7 
The net profit of a joint venture shall be distributed between the 
parties to t~e venture in proportion to their respective shares in the regis-
tered capital after the payment of a joint venture income tax on its gross 
profit pursuant to the tax laws of the 'People's Republic of China and after 
the deductions therefrom as stipulated in the articles of association of th~ 
venture for the reserve funds, the bonus and welfare funds for the workers 
and staff ~ec~ers and the expansion funds of the venture. 
A jOint venture equipped with up-to-date technology by world standards 
may apply for a reduction of or exemption from income tax for the first two 
to three pro:it making years. 
A foreign participant who re-invests any part of his share of the net 
profit within Chinese territory may apply for the restitution of a part of 
the income taxes paid. 
Article 8 
A joint venture shall open an account with the Bank of China or a bank 
approved by the Bank of China. 
A joint venture shall conduct i ts foreign exchange transactions in 
accordance with the foreign exchange regulations of the People's Republic 
of China. 
A joint venture may, in its ~usiness operations, obtain funds from 
foreign banks directly. 
The insurances appropriate to a jo i nt venture s hall be furnished by 
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Chinese insurance companies. 
Article 9 
The production and business programs of a joinC venture shall be filed 
wiCh the authorities concerned and shall be implemented through business 
contracts. 
In its purchase of requirsd raw and semi-processed raat:erials , fuels, 
auxiliary equipment, etc., a joinC venture should give first priority to • 
Chinese sources , but may also acquire Chem directly trom the world market 
with its own foreign exchange funds. • 
A joint venture is encouraged to market its products outside China. It 
may distribute its export products on foreign markets through direct channels 
or its associaced agencies or China's foreign trade establishments. Its 
products may also be discribuced on che Chinese market. 
Wherever necessary, a joint venture may set up affiliated agencies oaC-
side China. 
Article 10 
The net profit: which a foreign participant receives as his share afcer 
executing his obligations under che pertinent laws and agreements and con-
tracts, the funds he receives ac the time when the joint venture terminates 
or winds up its operations, and his other funds may be remitted abroad 
through che Bank of China in accordance wich the foreign exchange regulations 
and in che currency or currencies specified in che contracts concerning the 
joint venture. 
A foreign participant shall receive encouragements for depositing in the 
Bank of China any part of the foreign exchange which he is entitled to remit 
abroad. 
Article 11 _ . 
The wages, salaries or ocher legitimate income earned by a foreign 
worker or staff member of a joint venture, afcer payment of the personal 
income tax under the Cax laws of Che People's Republic of China, may be 
remitted abroad through Che Bank of China in accordance with the foreign 
exchange regulations. • 
Article 12 ^ ,. 
The contracC period of a joint venCure may be agreed upon betweenthe 
parties to the venCure according to its particular line of business and 
circumstances. The period may be extended upon expiration through agreement 
between the parties, subject to authorization by the Foreign Investment 
C o ^ i s s i o n of the People's Republic of China. Any application for such 
extension shall be made six months before the expiration of the contract. 
Arcicle 13 . . — ,^ 
In case of heavy losses, the failure of any party to a joint venture to 
execute its obligations under the concraccs or the articles of association 
of the venture, force majeure, etc. prior to the expiration of thecontract 
period of a joinC venture, the contracC may be terminated before the date ot 
expiration by consultation and agreement becween the parties and^through 
authorizacion by Che Foreign Investment Conunission of the P e o p l e s Repubiic 
of China and registration wich che General Administration for Industryand 
Conunerce. In cases of losses caused by breach of the cont:ract(s) by a^party 
to the venture, the financial responsibility shall be borne by the s a i d p a r t y . 
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Article 14 
Disputes arising beCween the parties t:o a joint venture which the hoard 
of directors fails to settle through cor.sulcation raay be settled t:hrough con-
ciliation or arbitration by an arbitral body of China or through arbicration 
by an arbitral body agreed upon by the parties. 
Article 15 ,. 
The present law comes into force on the data of its promulgation. The 
power of amendment is vested in the National Paople‘s Congress. 
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THE INCOME TAX LAW CONCERNING JOINT VENTURES 
Article 1 
Income tax shalT be levied in accordance with this law on the income 
derived frcm production, business and other sources by any joint venture 
with Chinese and foreign investment (hereinafter called joint vencure for . 
short) in the People's Republic of China. ‘ 
Income tax on che income derived from production, business and other 
sources by branches wit:hin or oucside che territory of China of such joint 
ventures shall be paid by their head office. 
Article 2 
The taxable income of a joinC venture shall be the net income in a 
tax year after deduction of costs, expenses and losses in t:hat year. 
Article 3 
The income tax race on joint ventures shall be 30 per cent. In addition, 
a local surcax of 10 per cenC of the assessed income tax shall be levied. 
The income t:a:< rates on joinC ventures exploiting petroleum, natural 
gas and other resources shall be stipulated separately. 
Article 4 • 
In che case "of a foreign part:icipanC in a joint venture remitting its 
share of profiC from China, an income tax of 10 per cent shall be levied on 
che remicced amount. 
Article 5 “ 
A newly established joint venture scheduled to operate for a period 
of 10 years or more may, upon approval by the tax authorities of an appli-
cation filed by the enterprise, be exempted from income tax in the first 
profit-making year and allowed a 50 per cenC reduction in the second and 
third years. 
With che approval of the Minist:ry of Finance of Che People s Republic 
of China, joint ventures' engaged in such low-profit operations as farming 
and forestry or located in remote, economically underdeveloped outlying 
areas may be allowed a 15 per cent: to 30 per cenC reduction in income Cax for 
a period of 10 years following the expiration of Che term for exemption and 
reductions mentioned in the preceding paragraph. 
Article 6 . , . … 
A participant in a joinC venCure which reinvests its share of prOi.it 
in China for a period of noc less than five years may, upon approval by 
the tax authorities of an application filed by Che said participant, 
obtain a refund of AO per .cenc of Che income tax paid on the reinvested 
amount. A participant: which wichdraws its reinvested funds within tive years 
shall pay back che ta:<c amounc refunded. 
Article 7 
Losses incurred by a joint venture in a cax year may be carried over 
to che next tax year and made up wich a matching amounC drawn from ChaC 
year's income. Should the income in che subsequent tax year be insufti-
cienc to make up for che said losses, the baLance may be made up with 
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further d~cuction3 against income year by year over a period not exceeding 
five years. 
Article S 
Inc0Q~ tax on joint ventures shall be levied on an annual basis and p~id 
in quarterly instalments. Such provisional payment shall be made tv'ithin 15 
days after the end of each quarter. The final settlement shall be made 
within three months of the end of a tax year. Excess payments shall be 
refunded by the tax authorities or defici~ncies made good by the taxpayer. 
Article 9 
Joint ventures shall file their provisional income tax returns with the 
local tax authority within the period prescribed for provisional payments. 
The taxpayer shall file its final annual income tax return together with its 
final accounts within three months of the end of the tax year. 
Article 10 
Incowe tax levied on joint ventures shall be computed in terms of 
renminbi (~1B). Income in foreign currency shall be assessed according to 
the exchange rate by the State General Administration of Exchange Control 
of the People's Republic of China and shall be taxed in renminbi. 
Article 11 
tfuen joint ventures go into operation or when they change the nature of 
their business, change their address, close dOtYn, and make changes in or 
transfer registered capital, such joint ventures shall register with the 
General Administrative Bureau for Industry and Commerce of the People's 
Republic of China, and within 30 days of such registration, present the 
relevant certificates to the local tax authority for tax registration. 
Article 12 
The tax authorities have the right to investigate the financial affairs. 
account books and tax situation of any joint venture. Such joint venture 
must make reports according to the facts and provide all relevant information 
and shall not refuse to cooperate,or conceal the facts. 
Article 13 
A jOint venture must pay its tax within the prescribed time limit. In 
cases of failure to pay within the prescribed time limit, the appropriate 
tax authority, in addition to setting a new time limit for tax payment, 
shall surcharge overdue payments at one half of one per cent of the overdue 
tax for every day in arrears, starting from the first day of default. 
Article 14 
The tax authorities may, acting at their di~cretion, impose a penalty 
on any joint venture which has violated the provisions of Articles 9, 11 and 
12 of this Law. 
In dealing with any joint venture which has evaded or refused to pay 
tax, the tax authorities may, in addition to pursuing the tax, impose a 
penalty of not more than five times the amount of tax underpaid or not paid , 
according to the seriousness of the offence. Cases of gross violation 
shall be handled by the local people's courts according to Law. 
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Arcicle 15 
In cases of disputes with tax authorities about tax payment, joint 
ventures musc pay tax according to the relevant regulations first before 
applying to higher cax authorities for reconsideraCion. If chey do not 
accept Che decisions made after such reconsideration, they can bring che 
matter before the local people's courts. ‘ 
Article 16 
Income tax paid by a joint vencure or its branch in other countries 
may be credited against the assessed income cax of the head office as for-
eign tax credit. 
Where agreements on avoidance of double taxation have been concluded 
between the government of the People's Republic of China and the government 
of another country, income Cax credits shall be handled in accordance with 
Che provisions of the related agreements. 
Arcicle 17 
Detailed rules and regulacions for che implementation of this Law 
shall be formulated by che Ministry of Finance of the People's Republic of 
China. 
Article 18 • 
This Law shall come into force frotn che date of promulgation (Septem-
ber 10, 1980). 
. ‘ 
Article 1 
THE INCOME T"L\.X LAW 
OF 
THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA 
CONCERNING FOREIGN El'-lTERPRISES 
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Income tax shall be levied in accordance with this law on the income 
derived from production, business and other sources by any foreign enter-
prise operating in the People's Republic of China. 
"Foreign enterprises" mentioned in this law refer, \.;ith the exception 
of those for whom separate provisions are stipulated in Article 11, to 
foreign companies, enterprises and other economic organizations which have 
establishments in the People's Republic of China engaged in independent 
business operation or cooperative production or jOint business operation 
with Chinese ent e rprises. 
Article 2 
The taxable income of a foreign enterprise shall be the net income in 
a tax year after deduction of costs, expenses and losses in that year. 
Article 3 
Income tax on foreign enterprises shall be assessed at progressive 
rates for the parts in excess of a specific amount of taxable income. · The 
tax rates are as follows: 
Range of Income Tax Rate ~Eer cent) 
Annual Income Below 
250,000 Yuan 20 
That Part of Annual Income from 
250,000 to 500,000 Yuan 25 
That Part of Annual Income from 
500,000 to 750,000 Yuan 30 
That Part of Annual Income from 
750,000 to 1,000,000 Yuan 35 
That Part of Annual Income Above 
1,000,000 Yuan 40 
Article 4 
In addition to the income t ax l evied on forei gn ente rprises in accord-
ance with the provisions of the preceding article, a local income tax of 
10 per cent of the same taxable income shall be levied. 
Where a foreign enterprise needs reduction in or exemption from local 
income tax on account of its small-scaled production or business, or low-
profit rate, this shall be decided by the people's government of the 
province, municipality or autonomous r eg ion i n which that enterprise is 
located . 
Article 5 
A foreign enterprise scheduled to operate for a period of 10 years or 
more in farming, for estry, animal hus bandry or other low-profit occupations 
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may, upon approval by the tax authorities of an application filed by the 
enterprise, be exempted from income tax in the first profit-making year and 
allowed a 50 ,per cent reduction in the second and third years. 
With the approval of the Ministry of Finance, a 15 to 30 per, cent 
reduction in income tax may be allowed for a period of 10 years following 
the ex?iration of the term for exemptions and reductions mentioned in the 
preceding paragraph. 
Article 6 
Losses incurred by a foreign enterprise in a tax year may be carried 
over to the next year and made up tvith a matching amount drawn from that 
year's income. Should the income in the subsequent tax year be insufficient 
to make up ror the said losses, the balance may be made up with further 
deductions against income year by year over a period not exceeding five years. 
Article 7 
Income tax on foreign enterprises shall be levied on an annual basis 
and paid in qua~terly instalments. Such provisional payments shall be made 
within 15 days after the end of each quarter. The final settlement shall 
be made within five months after the end of a tax ' year. Excess payments 
shall be refunded by the tax authorities or deficiencies made good by the 
taxpayer. 
Article 8 
Foreign en~erprises shall file their provisional income tax returns 
with the local tax authorities within the period prescribed for provisional 
payments. The taxpayer shall file its final annual income tax return 
together with its final accounts within four months after the end of the 
ta:.:: year. 
Article 9 
The method of financiai management and the system of accounting of 
foreign enterprises shall be submitted to local tax authorities for reference. 
Where . the method of financial management and the system of accounting 
of foreign enterprises is in contradiction with the provisions of the tax 
la\.;) tax payments shall be assessed according to the provisions of the tax 
la\.; .. 
Article 10 
Foreign enterpriSeS shall present relevant certificates to the local 
tax authorities for tax registration when they go into operation or close 
down in acco rdance \.;i th I at.; . 
Article 11 
A 20 per cent income tax shall be levied on the income obtained from ' 
dividends, interest, rentals, royalties and other sources in China by for-
eign companies, enterprises and other economic organizations \.;hich have no 
establishments in China. Such tax shall be withheld by the paying unit in 
each of its payments. 
For the payment of income tax according to the provlslons in the 
preceding paragraph, the foreign companies, enterprises and other econo~ic 
oroanizations which earn the income shall be the taxpayer, and the paying 
.;:, 
uni t shall be the \.;i thhold ing agen t. Taxes \.;i thheld on each payment ' by a ' -
withholding agent shall, within five days, be turned over to ' t he state 
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creasury and the income Cax return submitted to the tax authorities. 
Income frcm interssC on loans given to the Chinese governnent or China's 
staCe banks by international finance organizations shall be exempted fron 
income tax. Income from interest on loans given at a preferential inceresc 
race by foreign banks to Caina's staCe banks shall also be exempted from 
income tax. 
Income derived from inceresC on deposits of foreign banks in China's 
state banks and on loans given at a normal interest rate by foreign banks to . 
China‘s state banks shall be taxed. However, exemption from income cax 
shall be granted to those foreign banks accordingly in whose countries iacome 
from interest on deposits and loans of China's state banks is exempted from 
income tax. 
Arcicle 12 
The cax authorities have the right to investigate the financial affairs, 
account books and tax situation of any foreign enterprise, and have the right 
CO investigate the withholding siCuatioh of any withholding agent. Such 
foreign encerprise and withholding agent must make reports on facts and 
provide all relevant infornacion and shall nol: refuse to cooperate or conceal 
any faccs. . 
Arcicle 13 
Income tax levied on foreign enterprises shall be computed in terms of 
renminbi (R>IB), Income in foreign currency shall be assessed according to 
che exchange rate quoted by the State General Administration of Exchange 
Control of the People's Republic of China and Caxed in renminbi. 
Arcicle 14 ,. 
Foreign encerprises and withholding agents musC pay their tax witnin 
the prescribed time limic. In case of failure to pay within Che prescribed 
cime limit, the appropriate cax authorities, in addition to setting a new 
time limit for cax payment, shall surcharge overdue payments at one hzii of 
one per cent ot che overdue tax for every day in arrears, starting nrom Che 
first day of default. 
Article 15 • 
Xhe tax authoricies may, acting at their discretion, impose a penalty 
on any foreign enterprise which has violated che provisions of Articles 8, 
9, 10 and 12 of this law. 
In dealing with chose withholding agenCs who have violated Che provi-
sions of Arcicle 11 of this law, the cax authoricies may, in addition co 
setting a new time limit for the payment of the part of tax Chat should 
have been withheld and, aC their discreCion, impose a penalty of not n;ore 
Chan the amounC that should have been withheld. 
In dealing with foreign enterprises which have evaded or refused to 
pav income tax, Che tax authorities may, in addition to pursuing the cax, 
imi)Ose a fine of not more than five times che amount of tax underpaic or 
noc paid, according to how serious the offence is. Cases of gross violation 
shall be handled by the local people's coiircs according to law. 
Article 16 r 
In case of disputes with tax authoricies about: cax payment, foreign 
enterprises musc pay t:ax according co the relevant regulations firsC berore 
applvina CO higher cax authoricies for reconsideration. If they do aou 
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accept the decisions made after such reconsideration, they can bring the 
matter before the local people's courcs. 
Article 17 
Where agreements on tax payment have been concluded between Che govern-
ment of the People's Republic of China and Che government of another counCry,. 
matters concerning tax payment shall be handled in accordance wich the . 
provisions of these agreements. 
Article 18 
Detailed rules and regulations for the iniplementat:ion of this law shall 
be formulated by the Ministry of Finance of the People's Republic of China. 
% 
Article 19 
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